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Letter from the Editors 

Since its inception, Anthropology has been inter-disciplinary. While other fields 
strove to define and contain their respective areas of study, we followed Boas in the 
four field approach, with holism as our battle cry. It is from this history that we drew 
inspiration for this special issue. The concept of holism, dear to all of us, is also a 
constant challenge. To truly remain a holistic field, we must constantly update our 
perspectives and our methodologies. We must continue to look far afield for new 
discoveries, techniques, and technologies that allow us to continue to consider “the 
science of humankind” in a new light. It is our wish that this special issue will inspire 
you to do just that. This collection of articles is not an end, but a beginning. While we 
hope that reading these articles will help you to expand your methodological toolkit, 
the issue will have fulfilled its purpose if it encourages you to consider new 
methodological combinations, or to look to other departments and fields in pursuit of 
ideas and methodologies that can further our shared commitment to understanding 
humankind in all its complexities. 


We also want to offer this issue to you as a balance to the theory heavy teaching 
structure in place at so many universities. We know that good theory comes from good 
data, and this is what makes innovative methodologies so important. We encourage 
you to use this issue to begin discussion within your department, and with us and the 
article contributors to continue to build a shared repertoire of techniques. Ethnographic 
and archaeological methods have become staple methods in fields outside of 
Anthropology, like political science and history, and as a field, we should strive to 
continue developing methodologies that will become crucial to social science more 
broadly. This special issue provides a small sample of how students in anthropology 
are using unique methodologies in anthropological research. From unique applications 
of mapping techniques, use of photovoice or facing the challenges of social networking 
and participant recruitment, the articles in this issue explore the opportunities we have 
as anthropologists to bring in these “outside” methods to explore the answers to the 
questions we ask and to begin to develop the next wave of methodological innovation.

We hope that you find these papers intriguing, thought provoking and inspiring. We did.

Aaqib Adnan, Kimberly Garza, Sarah Shepherd-Manandhar  
 
Guest Editors 
Department of Anthropology 
University of Illinois at Chicago  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Face-to-face Legwork and Facebook Ethnography:  

Finding Informants and Delineating Field Sites  
in a Zuckerbergian World 

Juliana Friend

University of Cambridge


Abstract 
   By both indigenous and anthropological accounts, Facebook has brought into 
interaction diverse peoples and cultures like few other digital platforms have. This 
perceived global all-inclusiveness provides a promising opportunity to anthropologists 
of ethnicity. However, given media anthropologists’ call for studies to examine the 
interplay between online and offline sociality -- and problematize the dichotomy 
between the two -- it also poses a methodological challenge. Facebook’s geographic 
reach makes studying its everyday embeddedness difficult.  This paper describes my 
response to this methodological challenge. Through anecdotal tales from the field, I 
aim to contribute to the nascent dialogue about methodological approaches in the 
anthropology of Facebook. Inspired by Matei Candea’s defense of the bounded field 
site (Candea 2007), I launched my research about the role of Facebook in ethnic 
identity formation within the Senegalese diaspora from a highly localized, face-to-face 
entry point. I made Facebook friends through face-to-face contacts, rather than the 
other way around. This strategy presented several benefits. First, it was easier to build 
a network of participants and gain their trust. Second, immersion in the everyday, 
material circumstances of participants’ lives proved pivotal to understanding their 
attraction to Facebook in the first place. Third, I witnessed Facebook friendships turn 
face-to-face, and purportedly limitless networks get “cut” along ethnic lines. For even 
as informants idealized Facebook as encompassing the world and its diverse peoples, 
Facebook often reinscribed the parochialism and isolation of immigrants “sans 
papiers.” Methodological roadblocks to digital friendships thus foreshadowed 
boundaries in social interactions, just as face-to-face fieldwork provided the best 
window into Facebook worlds. 
!
Keywords: Facebook, Materiality, Ethnicity, Network, Field Theory

� 


Introduction 
“Facebook is the world. The whole world,” a Senegalese informant told me, 

hovering over my overheated laptop in a Parisian apartment block. I had recently 
arrived in Paris to explore the impact of Facebook on ethnic identity formations in the 
Senegalese diaspora, and in the process, respond to the relative lack of attention to 
ethnicity in the nascent anthropology of Facebook. My informant’s reflection resonated 
with anthropologist Daniel Miller’s claim that part of Facebook’s success is due to “the 
desire by nearly everyone on our planet to be on the same network as everyone 
else” (Miller 2011: 217). Of course, Facebook does not include everybody. According to 
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Socialbakers.com, a site which tracks Facebook demographics, as of March Facebook 
had a 39.61% penetration rate in France, while only 5.51% of Senegalese are plugged 
in to the social network. However, there was a prevalent perception among Senegalese 
Facebook users I encountered in Paris and its suburbs that the social network 
juggernaut circumscribed the globe and brought together diverse cultures and peoples 
like few internet platforms have done in the past. 


In this way, perceptions of Facebook draw into relief the “inherent multi-
sitedness” -- to use Sarah Gatson’s term (Gatson 2011: 245) -- of online sociality. To 
the anthropologist of ethnicity, Facebook’s purported all-inclusiveness and extreme 
multi-sitedness presents both an opportunity and a methodological challenge. On the 
one hand, Facebook’s perceived potential to include any and all cultures, nations and 
socioeconomic groups holds great promise: the greater the scale of intercultural 
interaction, the higher the stakes of ethnic group formation and transformation, I 
thought. If Facebook is “the whole world,” or is at least perceived as such, what an 
opportunity it would be to observe international interactions with the click of a mouse. 


On the other hand, media anthropologists have long contended that one must 
explore digital technologies as part and parcel of everyday sociality. Though some 
users may prize them as “spaces apart,” digital environments are not bounded spaces, 
but rather are intermeshed in complex ways with every day, face-to-face interactions, 
challenging rigid dichotomies between “online” and “offline” (See Burrell 2009, Leander 
and McKim 2003, Hine 2007, Humphrey 2009, Miller 2011, Postill 2008, Walker 2010)


Facebook’s perceived all-inclusiveness makes this methodological and 
theoretical requirement of media anthropologists all the more difficult to fulfill. I could 
not explore the everyday cultural contexts of all the interlocutors with whom my key 
informants interacted on Facebook. Facebook may circumscribe the globe, but a 
student anthropologist – within the time constraints of a masters’ thesis – cannot.


To delineate a field site, I had to build a network of research participants. To 
build that network, I decided to seek contacts through Facebook itself. In choosing this 
approach I was following examples set by Dana Walker and T.L Taylor, both of whom 
were able to trace the paths of research participants from digital spaces to physical 
ones (Taylor 2006 and Walker 2010). The former encountered research participants in 
online gaming sites before meeting them face-to-face. The latter visited physical places 
cited by Philadelphia residents in online civic forums.  Likewise, I hoped Facebook 
contacts would guide me to the physical spaces they inhabited, and that those spaces 
in turn would provide entry points to online and offline sociality.


Existing literature presented alternate strategies to explore and problematize the 
online-offline boundary. Caroline Humphry analyzed how participants themselves 
discuss online-offline relationships.  In Russian chatrooms, participants engaged in an 
"interpretive game," constructing and decoding relationships between online avatars 
and offline identities (Humphrey 2009: 42). Similarly, Tom Boellstorff conducted his 
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ethnography of Second Life entirely on the online platform, and in doing so, 
encountered users who claimed that Second Life identities were more “real” than 
offline selves (Boellstorff 2008). Hampton and Wellman conducted a primarily offline 
ethnography as part of their experimental design (Hampton and Wellman 2003). Finally, 
in the first full-length ethnography of Facebook, Daniel Miller observed Trinidadian 
Facebook usage online for several months in conjunction with his on-the-ground 
fieldwork (Miller 2011). 


However, given my limited timescale, networking on The Social Network seemed 
most efficient. I assumed that digital connections would be “faster” and “easier.”


In reality they were neither. Unlike Walker and Taylor, I was unable to find 
potential informants digitally and follow them through physical spaces. But in my case, 
methodological roadblocks provided ethnographic insight. In this paper I share 
anecdotal tales from the field portraying my attempts to, as Dana Walker recommends, 
delineate manageable field sites that nevertheless capture actors’ dynamic flows 
through digital and non-digital spaces (Walker 2010). Facebook’s scope and 
“unmanageability” highlight the methodological and theoretical importance of this 
exercise. 


For reasons I shall describe in the following section, I failed to gain trust within 
digital circles that could turn into face-to-face conversations. I could not find 
participants or gain their trust through Facebook messages alone. Rather, inspired by 
Matei Candea’s reconceptualization of the bounded field site (Candea 2007), and in 
resonance with Dana Walker’s efforts to delineate field sites amid dynamic, online-
offline flows (Walker 2010), I launched my research of a diasporic digital network from a 
highly localized, face-to-face entry point: a Senegalese immigrant’s cramped Parisian 
apartment. I made Facebook friends through face-to-face contacts, rather than the 
other way around. This strategy presented several benefits within my particular 
fieldwork context. First, it was easier to build a network of participants and gain their 
trust. Second, immersion in the everyday, material circumstances of participants’ lives 
proved pivotal to understanding their attraction to Facebook in the first place. Third, 
from my highly localized vantage point, I witnessed digital friendships become face-to-
face friendships. In turn, I witnessed purportedly limitless digital networks get “cut” 
along ethnic lines. For even as informants idealized Facebook as encompassing the 
world and its diverse peoples, Facebook often re-inscribed the parochialism 
experienced by undocumented immigrants -- or immigrants “sans papiers” --  in their 
offline lives. Thus my difficulty making digital connections foreshadowed boundaries in 
my fieldwork communities, both online and offline. Ultimately, face-to-face fieldwork 
provided the best window into Facebook worlds.
!!!
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Finding Informants In Multicultural Paris And Multicultural Facebook 
My initial strategy for recruiting research participants was “internet-based 

participant social network formation. My hope was that Facebook friends would 
become face-to-face friends, and ultimately, research participants. So I began by 
searching through publicly accessible Facebook pages – that is, profiles without 
privacy restrictions – whose residence status listed Paris. I sifted those listings in turn 
for names I knew from experience to be Senegalese or West African. I then contacted 
those who satisfied both conditions. I introduced myself as an anthropologist and 
asked if my interlocutors would be willing to discuss with me the role Facebook played 
in their lives, either online or in person after my arrival in Paris. This strategy was not 
effective, and I received no favorable responses. 


Previously, I had taken a colleague’s advice and created a Facebook page for 
my research project. Apart from my own postings, this page quickly became a digital 
wasteland. Contrary to my preconceptions, forging online connections was not 
“quicker” or “easier” than making contacts face-to-face. On the contrary, it proved 
more effective and efficient to make Facebook friends through face-to-face contacts, 
rather than the other way around. Without racking my brain for the perfect word or 
tone-softening emoticon, I could build their trust, obtain consent, and network for 
further contacts.


Oumar, one of my key informants, is a case in point. An American friend who 
grew up in Senegal gave me Oumar’s cell phone number. The two grew up in the same 
village in Senegal. Both were part of the Peul ethnic group and spoke Pulaar as their 
first language. I called Oumar shortly after arriving in Paris. He answered on the first 
ring. “You can come by any time. I don’t have a job right now,” he said matter-of-factly.


As it happened, Oumar faintly recalled seeing my message on Facebook. “I 
thought you were spam,” he told me. This comment highlights another facet of 
Facebook encountered in my research. The supposition of all-encompassing reach 
often came with skepticism or suspicion. If everybody is on Facebook, wrongdoers and 
scam-artists are on it too. Who is looking at my profile? Who is accessing my 
information? What are their intentions? As Sokhna, another future informant, put it, 
“Senegalese are taught to beware of people asking to be Facebook friends.” 


I was thus unable to build trust in digital forums. To find my first key informant, 
the old-fashioned route worked best. But this was not the only benefit of beginning 
with a face-to-face encounter. Material living conditions influenced Oumar’s 
perceptions and usage of Facebook, and I could only glean this insight by being there.


Less than an hour after our phone call, I met Oumar at his foyer, a rectangular 
block of dorm-sized rooms. The building was constructed after World War II to house 
the African immigrants who helped rebuild bomb-ravaged Paris. The physical 
constraints of this foyer turned out to drive his heavy Facebook usage. Limited in the 
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face-to-face connections he could make in the foyer, Oumar portrayed Facebook 
connections as limitless. 


The front entrance to Oumar’s foyer was flanked by clusters of men selling 
cigarettes, household goods, and sundry African foodstuffs. “We are all African here,” 
Oumar told me. That being said, Oumar had little contact with non-Peuls. In the foyer, 
Senegalese and Mauritanians of Pulaar origins largely kept to themselves. Common 
language and shared food preferences contributed to these associations, Oumar said. 
On my first visit, he greeted our non-Pulaar elevator-mates in French, but after that, we 
ascended in silence.


Once inside his apartment, it was anything but silent. In theory the unit should 
have housed two men, but the cluster of two bedrooms and half-kitchen was home to 
many more. Four beds were visible during the day. At night, as Oumar would later tell 
me, a fifth was to be placed in the center, so that one could not leave the room without 
stepping on the mattress. One bed was not a mattress at all, but a hospital stretcher. 


At the time of our interview the two other laptops were occupied by Oumar's 
roommates, so we conducted the interview with my personal laptop. I sat on one of the 
beds, Oumar on the hospital stretcher. 


Oumar had spent several years in Spain doing odd jobs, before returning to 
France to continue the search for steady employment. The daily errands of printing 
resumes and filing applications had helped structure Oumar’s time. The prospect of 
employment also promised friends and support networks. However, as an 
undocumented immigrant “sans papiers,” Oumar risked discovery and deportation with 
each job application. Discouraged, he had recently given up looking for work. Now he 
spent the majority of his time in his room. The term “sans papiers” thus indexes both 
the limited mobility and social isolation concurrent with Oumar’s undocumented status.


While loading his Facebook page Oumar grew reflective. Perhaps he had so 
many Facebook friends because they provided a sense of community he couldn’t find 
in the foyer, where suffocating physical proximity made emotional intimacy difficult. In 
fact, many of Oumar’s face-to-face friendships began with a Facebook message, such 
as his face-to-face friendship with Madame Diallo, a Pulaar activist from Mauritania 
whom he met for the occasional coffee. In this way, Facebook was Oumar’s ticket 
beyond the walls of the foyer. 


Oumar asserted that on Facebook, his potential to meet new people and make 
new connections knew no limits, and was not constrained by national, cultural, or 
ethnic boundaries. In theory, he could cover more ground on Facebook than he could 
in all of his physical travels throughout Europe. While he told me he was committed to 
promoting Pulaar culture, he stayed away from Pulaagu.com, a website and social 
network that allows Peuls to interact in Pulaar and discuss cultural or political issues. 
Facebook seemed a superior social network because of the diversity of its users; 
“Facebook allows you to enlarge your circle,” Oumar said, adding that Facebook 
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enabled connections not only with non-Peuls, but with non-Africans as well. In contrast 
to his social relationships within the foyer walls, his list of Facebook friends could grow 
without limits and across intercultural boundaries. 


As I will discuss in the third section of this paper, Oumar’s ideal of limitless 
networking was not always realized. What is worth noting for now is the importance of 
Facebook to someone without work and with few other options to forge relationships in 
a country far from family. Physical, material constraints shaped his belief that on the 
non-physical, immaterial Facebook, there are no constraints at all. Immersion in the 
materiality of Oumar’s Facebook usage was therefore key to understanding the value of 
Facebook to someone socially isolated and sans papiers. 
!
‘Gates’ And Fences’ As Metaphors For Digital Interaction 
	 Some of my most effective fieldwork happened without ever flipping an ‘on’ 
switch. To understand interactions within and conceptions of Facebook, on-the-ground 
legwork proved essential. By immersing myself in daily, non-digital interactions in a 
geographically circumscribed location, I observed a central dilemma facing Pulaar 
immigrants in Paris: how to ride the line between ethnic pride and ethnic parochialism. 
This dilemma played a role in both multicultural Paris and multicultural Facebook.

	 Thanks to a referral from Oumar, I lodged for a week in Mantes-la-Jolie, a 
suburb just outside of Paris whose population of Senegalese residents was 98% Peul. I 
lodged with Awa, a maid, and her four children. Awa in turn put me under the care of 
Au, a neighborhood watchman who made routine sweeps of the city to dispel 
adolescent tiffs and keep the peace. I accompanied Au on his nightly strolls, learning 
about the history of the city and growing increasingly nervous that I had yet to interview 
a single Mantais about Facebook.

	 Au described Mantes-la-Jolie as a city on the rise. Yes, there was the occasional 
drug bust, but there was also a new park and an active cultural center. Habitations à 
Loyer Modéré (HLMs) were things of the past. Television satellite dishes studded the 
exteriors of whitewashed apartment blocks. In fact, the city has changed so much, Au 
said, that even “les Français” had started to move there. But just because Mantes was 
changing didn’t mean it was becoming more French; “Here, this is Senegal,” Au told 
me.

	 Au’s night watch duties were difficult to distinguish from the nightly circuit of 
house visits among Pulaar Mantais. This nocturnal ritual of house visits exemplified the 
tight-knit nature of the Pulaar community in Mantes-la-Jolie. Awa’s house was one of 
the focal points in an established route spanning several blocks. Assuring me this was 
part of the job, Au would lead me up a few flights of stairs, knock on a friend’s door, 
and enter. A Pulaar Mantais did not need to call beforehand; a knock at the door would 
do. Inside, one shared a meal, shared gossip, and shared in often heated discussions 
of the evening news, both French and West African. Au explained to me the social 
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significance of these impromptu visits; in Mantes, you’ll never find a locked door. “The 
doors are always open,” he said.


Au, Seck and other Mantais touted this “open door” policy as what 
distinguished the Mantais way of life from a Parisian one. In Paris, Senegalese could 
never live “en communauté” like they could in Mantes. Especially in the Parisian foyers, 
where many poor, single Senegalese immigrants were forced to live, there was no 
sense of community or solidarity. Echoing Oumar, they described foyer quarters as 
cramped and the physical closeness as hindering, rather than promoting, emotional 
bonds. Au’s house visits were proof that Mantes was just like Senegal, Au said, 
community-building rituals that connected one family to the next.


Discourses about “open door” sociality assumed particular weight in a 
multicultural, multiethnic environment like Mantes-la-Jolie. But opinion was divided. 
One camp of Pulaar Mantais assured me that doors were open to all races, cultures 
and ethnic groups, both literally and metaphorically. Au excitedly pointed out, for 
example, when a North African boy came home with a Pulaar friend for lunch, and 
formed bite-sized balls of Ceeb u Jen -- Senegal’s national dish of rice and fish — with 
his fingers in proper Senegalese fashion. “See, our doors are always open,” Au 
reiterated. Indeed, the boy even spoke a bit of Pulaar to his hosts. Au also drew the 
example of the local market. On Friday, one could buy Senegalese pop CDs, buerkas, 
and Moroccan food products. Au gestured to this multicultural, international mélange 
with a sweeping hand gesture as if to say, look – everything and everybody mixes 
together here.

	 Awa dismissed Au’s perspective as idealistic nonsense. First off, she said with a 
laugh, she always locked her doors after midnight. Taking me on a walk around the 
neighborhood, Awa claimed that unless you were born and bred in Mantes, and thus 
had the opportunity to make friends of all ethnicities and nationalities in school, you 
would invariably spend your time with other Peuls. The ideal of visiting everyone and 
everyone visiting you was just that: an ideal. According to Awa, ethnic groups were 
quite parochial. 

	 By this point, I had become enthralled by the fine line between ethnic pride and 
ethnic parochialism in multicultural Paris. But what of Facebook and ethnic identity? 
Time was ticking, and thus far my fieldwork – steeped in material interactions – had 
done little to address non-material Facebook. But one night, one of Awa’s guests made 
a link between online and offline multiculturalism that justified my house-hopping 
hours.

	 After dinner, I marveled with Awa’s guest Daouda Seck at the richness of the 
French vocabulary. Portail is the French word for gate, but literally means “portal.” It’s 
an opening, a window into something new. Clôture, on the other hand, the French word 
for “fence,” indicates closure. It imposes a boundary between entities. 
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Later in the evening, Seck invoked this semantic elegance once more, this time 
to annotate a Facebook name I had spotted in Oumar’s friend list. Roughly translated, 
“Katante Lenyol” meant “volunteer for the ethnic group.” According to Seck, this profile 
name was a risky choice. For someone who had the linguistic and cultural vocabulary – 
that is, an insider – such a name provided a portail into Katante Lenyol’s core identity; it 
revealed his core commitment to the Pulaar ethnicity. But for an outsider who lacked 
that vocabulary, “Katante Lenyol” constituted a cloture. Seck said the name was:
!

“A bit sectarian. Because someone who knows how to read Pulaar can 
come to this profile and say ‘ah!’ I found someone in the family, someone 
in the community. But someone else who sees it could recognize that it’s 
from the ethnic group Pulaar, but think, ‘It’s not worth it, it doesn’t interest 
me, because I’m not in the group.’”
!

According to Seck, ethnic terms in place of given and family names could repel cultural 
outsiders. While increasing ethnic solidarity, they also imposed a boundary between 
those with and without a Pulaar cultural vocabulary. 


Thus, Seck used the same highly-physicalized language of gates and fences, 
opening and closure to describe Facebook that Au, Awa and other Mantais had used 
to debate offline interactions in a multiethnic suburb. This discourse of openness and 
closure explored the tension between pride and parochialism both online and off. Of 
course, I could not chart a causal link between the two; I could not say that the “doors” 
idiom offline had permeated discursive constructions of Facebook, or vice versa. 
Nevertheless, the parallel between offline and online dramas was striking. This parallel 
highlights in turn how immersive ethnography in a material environment can grant 
insight into immaterial worlds.
!
It’s A Small “Whole World” After All 

Methodological roadblocks often provide ethnographic insight. My inability to 
reach Pulaar activists through digital outreach alone foreshadowed the way in which 
many Pulaar Facebook users “cut the network,” to use Marilyn Strathern’s term, along 
ethnic lines. The ethnically-inscribed Facebook usage of Oumar’s friend Katante 
Lenyol, above all, highlighted the value of on-the-ground legwork for recruiting 
research participants in Facebook ethnography.


Back in Oumar’s apartment, I asked my informant about “Katante Lenyol” or 
“volunteer for the ethnic group.” Katante Lenyol’s profile picture showed three young 
girls in Pulaar outfits and makeup. On his profile were links to videos of Pulaar poetry 
readings, musical concerts and cultural events. All of the comments on those posts – 
both his own and most of his friends’ – were written in Pulaar.
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Oumar told me that he accepted Katante Lenyol’s friend request because of 
these displays of Pulaar culture; he immediately knew they had something in common. 
Nevertheless Oumar expressed suspicion about the authenticity of his Facebook 
friend’s profile:
!

“Here, in the photo, you have three girls. He can’t be a girl. And he 
certainly isn’t three girls. You can imagine that this person is very 
engaged for Pulaar culture. But on the other hand, they wear a mask…so 
this may not be real.”
!

However, this potential for duplicity only made Oumar more curious. He scrolled 
through the wall posts, searching for evidence to confirm Katante Lenyol’s identity. 
Something catches his eye: a phone number. “Now he reveals himself!” Oumar 
exclaimed. My ethnographer’s excitement could not have gone unnoticed.


Oumar called the number listed on the Facebook profile, and discussed with the 
man on the other end the proximity of their homes in Paris, and the proximity of their 
villages back in Senegal. Both distances were minimal, Oumar would tell me later. So 
they arranged to meet at the foyer. From Facebook, to phone, to face-to-face meet 
and greet, Oumar peeled back the technological layers in hopes of revealing, to use 
Oumar’s own phrase, “l’homme réel.” 


Once in Oumar’s room, Oumar, Katante Lenyol and I each picked a bed. I asked 
about Katante Lenyol’s profile name; did he go by this appellation in face-to-face life as 
well? He assured me he did. The label served to honor his commitment to Pulaar 
culture and literature. He moved to Paris in 1990, and sustained his family through 
part-time work. But he considered his true profession to be the creation and 
interpretation of Pulaar poetry. “I live in Paris, but I work for l’ethnie,” he told me.


Katante Lenyol himself epitomized how many Pulaar Facebook users “cut the 
network” of Facebook connections along ethnic lines. Like Oumar, Katante Lenyol 
underscored the potential of Facebook’s infrastructure and global reach to facilitate 
multicultural and multiethnic interactions. For him too, Facebook was all-
encompassing and ever expanding. Comparing Facebook with Pulaagu.com, Katante 
Lenyol said that the two websites were more or less the same, except that Facebook 
included a wider cross-section of people. “Facebook is the world. The whole world,” 
he said.


However, according to Katante Lenyol, precisely because Facebook 
encompassed everyone, the network had to be cut, “one cannot do it all.” Facebook 
may be “the world,” but Katante Lenyol’s focus lay with one worldly population in 
particular: les Peuls. Therefore, while he was pleased that I, an American, would soon 
peruse his page and thereby immerse myself in Pulaar culture, he did not concern 
himself with making the page comprehensible to cultural outsiders. For instance, he 
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wrote almost exclusively in Pulaar both on his wall and in the captions to the photos 
and video clips he posted. These practices advanced his aim of promoting Pulaar 
culture within the Senegalese diaspora. They were also unavoidable: “I am not Wolof,” 
he told me. “I don’t know French. And especially on Facebook, one has to do what one 
knows.” 


I remarked to Oumar and Katante Lenyol how odd this interview – conducted in 
French – must seem given the content of his work. Katante Lenyol laughed; he 
probably would not have accepted to speak with me had not Oumar – a fellow Peul – 
made the call.


This sentiment made it quite clear why my attempt to find research participants 
through Facebook itself had been unsuccessful. While Daouda Seck’s insight in 
Mantes-la-Jolie highlighted the extent to which boundaries of ethnic identity are 
debated and contested, boundaries surfaced nonetheless. Some members of this 
digital community were relatively inaccessible to outsiders, and only a face-to-face 
relationship with a cultural insider could grant me the trust of participants like Katante 
Lenyol. 
!
Conclusion 
	 My inability to make contacts through Facebook alone foreshadowed the 
importance of Pulaar cultural and linguistic capital to connecting with this subset of 
Senegalese immigrants in Paris. In my case, this capital was easier to obtain in person, 
by association, rather than online.  From the vantage point of participants’ material 
living arrangements, I gained insight into what attracts participants like Oumar to 
Facebook in the first place. These highly material interactions also highlighted that, 
though Facebook may be global and its users diverse, Facebook is not transcendent. 
While some Pulaar research participants idealized Facebook as limitless, they imposed 
and contested limits as they negotiated the fine line between ethnic pride and ethnic 
parochialism.


I join Dana Walker in reflecting that a localized physical entry point can enable 
attention to movement between online and offline spaces. "Drawing on Jenna Burrell’s 
study of Ghanean internet cafes (Burrell 2009), Walker argues that in digital 
ethnography, the challenge is to “locate the field site so that it accounted for the fluid 
nature of internet practices, but did so without privileging such fluidity over the 
geographic place in which such practices emerged” (Walker 2010). For Walker, this 
meant basing herself in Philadelphia while using online civic sites to examine social 
connections that outstripped the city’s geographical borders. 


Likewise, these fieldwork anecdotes do not suggest a generalized rubric for 
action. Rather, in resonance with Walker’s work, they highlight the importance of 
boundaries both in Facebook interactions, and in the methodological frameworks 
through which we view those interactions. 
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When Katante Lenyol claimed that “Facebook is the world, the whole world,” 
and discussed how one could meet anybody and everybody on Facebook, he 
connoted an existence without limitations, a boundary-free zone. This attitude is 
seductive, even for anthropologists. Given Facebook’s rapid expansion, it seems 
possible to conduct multi-sited ethnography from one’s desk chair. But Matei Candea’s 
concept of the “arbitrary location” cautions against trying to go everywhere and see 
everything. He argues that, in its enthusiasm to challenge bounded notions of states, 
peoples and cultures, the “‘multi-sited imaginary’…implies a problematic 
reconfiguration of holism (on a grander scale)” (Candea 2007: 167). In other words, 
Katante Lenyol’s enthusiasm about Facebook, shot through with holism, would be 
dangerous if applied to ethnographic methodology. 


Indeed, as Strathern has argued, just because social linkages challenge 
boundaries does not mean that they proliferate without limits. When some limits are 
overcome, others may be imposed in turn. Some examples of this phenomenon 
include the network of scientists, students, and research subjects that gets “cut” when 
only a handful of names get a byline on the published article (Strathern 1996), or the 
ever-popular World of Warcraft fan sites that traverse ethnic, racial and gender lines but 
excludes those who lack specialized gaming vocabulary, or – last but not least – that 
ethnically-charged Facebook name, “Katante Lenyol,” which attracts some Facebook 
friends and repels others.


The challenge is to devise a methodology that captures the dynamic processes 
of making and unmaking boundaries, imposing and contesting limits, which occur on 
Facebook. Matei Candea, for his part, proposes the “arbitrary location,” a bounded 
field site that does not presume static borders around regions or social groups, but 
rather provides an “explicitly ‘partial’ and incomplete window onto 
complexity” (Candea 2007: 167). Oumar’s apartment was my “arbitrary location,” 
chosen out of happenstance and circuitous family friend connections. This partial 
window onto complexity grew in not-so-arbitrary fashion, as cultural insiders led me 
deeper into a Pulaar community wrestling with its portails and clôtures. The boundaries 
I faced connecting with Pulaar Facebook users reflected the debates about ethnic 
boundaries preoccupying users themselves.
!
Author Biography:  Juliana Friend is a former Fulbright Scholar and a recent graduate 
from the MPhil program in social anthropology at the University of Cambridge. She is 
interested in digital media, language, gender and sexuality in Senegal and its diaspora. 
She intends to pursue a PhD in anthropology next year.
!!!!
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Representing Simultaneity in Polychannel Linguistic Events:  

A Multitrack Method for Transcription 
Noah C.G. Johnson 

University of Iowa


Abstract 

Despite the advances in audio and video recording that have been made in the 
last century and the implications of the more recent advent of the internet and other 
information sharing systems, the study of linguistic anthropology requires us from time 
to time to present reproductions of recorded linguistic events in a textual format – a 
transcript.  In addition, transcripts can also prove invaluable during analysis, making 
clear what we miss in the auditory or visual reproductions of a recording device.  And 
yet, the transcript is not a neutral tool but, like a lens, it has the ability to distort 
everything that is seen through its paradigm.  A discourse-centered approach to the 
study of language advocates that we seek to investigate linguistic events that occur in 
natural, dynamic and often messy situations.  Unfortunately, our transcription methods, 
though now greatly bolstered by sophisticated technology, still lack methodological 
robustness when applied to polychannel interactions – or conversations involving 
multiple speakers – which are often typified by interruptions or overlapping.  In this 
article, a method of transcription that relies upon the same organizing logic as 
multitrack recording is proposed, the process by which this method was developed is 
explained and additional directions for future research are suggested.  

Keywords: transcription, multitrack, overlap, linguistics, methodology

� 

Introduction 

	 Beginning in the 1960s and carrying on to the end of the 1990s, the processes 
of transcription – up until then thought to be a rather straightforward and neutral affair – 
came under scrutiny in several landmark publications by linguistic anthropologists, 
sociologists and communication scholars who greatly problematized the seemingly 
dependable and innocent transcript (see Ochs 1979; Jefferson 1985; Goodwin and 
Heritage 1990; Sherzer 1992; and Bucholtz 2000).  Though the insightful arguments 
from this time period greatly advanced our understanding of the strengths, limitations 
and concerns attendant upon the transcription process, they should not be an end to 
conversation on the methodological and theoretical problematics of transcribing living 
speech into text.  Yet, even as technological advances in the last decade have made 
audio and video recording innovations available more than ever before, our 
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methodological advances have failed to keep pace, and the conversation has largely 
fallen silent. 
 	 Stemming from my own experience with the limitations of transcription 
methodology I present a model for transcribing conversations with multiple participants 
that are collected in an informal setting.  This model is not dependent upon a particular 
technological device, such as a multitrack recorder, but is rather an attempt to optimize 
the translation of audio or visual records (up to and including multitrack recorders) into 
a textual format.  As such, it should be seen as a methodological approach more 
concerned with how to properly use the space on the page then a recording 
technology 'how-to' (for a discussion on practical considerations of recording see 
Lapadat 2000; and Farnell and Graham 1998). 
 	 Beginning with the graduate seminar assignment that generated this model I will 
describe the several ways that I attempted to match conversation to transcription 
before formulating my approach, and the theoretical concerns that these attempts 
bring to light, rather than simply presenting the 'finished product.'  In the same spirit of 
an evolving process I will then discuss the limitations of this model as well as some 
possible ways that it could be expanded or adapted for other research situations.  In 
this paper I will discuss not only the considerations that guided the development of this 
transcription method, but also the inspirations that I took from my particular life-history 
which lead to its development.  It is my hope that an inclusion of my process will 
demonstrate the stops and starts, U-turns and dead ends that I encountered in trying 
to make our current models of transcription work in scenarios that they are not suited 
for.  The need to interrogate and reflect upon our methodology in transcription is far 
from complete, and advances in recording technology do not promise to solve these 
problems for us, but more often present different problems that it is our responsibility 
to consider. !
Thinking Like a Student: The Assignment  
 	 Though I am a sociocultural anthropologist by inclination, as part of my course 
work in the PhD program at the University of Iowa, I enrolled in a graduate-level 
seminar on Linguistic Anthropology.  Figure 1 is a twenty second excerpt of my first 
(rather amateurish) attempt to transcribe a linguistic event I had recorded as part of an 
assignment for that class.  Purposefully, our seminar leader, Dr. Laura Graham, had 
arranged the syllabus so that this assignment would be completed before we had 
become well acquainted with existing transcription methods.  It was her expressed 
hope that we would try to approach this assignment with 'fresh eyes', and that such an 
approach would generate interesting 'attempts.'  It was understood that our 
transcriptions would not be perfect, and that the focus of the assignment was on 
process more than product.  
 	 As such, I came to this assignment, not informed by the limits of methods for 
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capturing and recording the information that takes place in a linguistic event, but rather 
from a perspective concerned with discourse-centered methods.  Barbara Farnell and 

Laura Graham (1998) describe discourse-centered methods as a general turn in what is 
held to be important to current anthropological inquiry into the use of language, rather 
than a distinct school of thought.  Central to this shift, “researchers pay close attention 
to how language is used in and across social situations, focusing particularly on 
“naturally occurring discourse”— that is, utterances that occur in the context of social 
interaction, in contrast to utterances specifically elicited by a linguist or 
ethnographer” (Farnell and Graham 1998: 411).  Guided by this focus on dynamic, 
interactional discourses, I chose to record a family from the Midwestern United States 
during an informal get-together, as they played cards around the dining room table.  To 
me, there are few linguistic events that are more interesting or more “naturally 
occurring” than the patter of conversation that typifies a card game amongst friends or 
family.


What I found, to my dismay, is that the transcript I first generated, and as shown 
in Figure 1, does very little to capture the actual atmosphere of that interaction, and 
even fails to properly represent the interpersonal dynamics of the conversation (or 
conversations) that took place.  As I have learned more about transcription practices I 
have become aware that we lack the proper tools for systematically representing 
polychannel interactions – or conversations involving multiple speakers – particularly if 
speakers are interrupting or talking over each other to any great degree.   
 	 In part this discrepancy may be the legacy of what linguistic anthropology 
considered to be its intellectual territory before the discourse-centered turn.  In 
critiquing this disciplinary history, Charles Goodwin and John Heritage pointed out that 
“within both linguistics and social theory, the actual behavior that occurs within 
interaction was viewed as disorderly, and indeed inherently defective... that actual talk 
was such a degenerate sample of ideal linguistic competence that linguists should 
ignore it entirely and work instead with idealized sentences constructed by the analyst” 
(Goodwin and Heritage 1990: 285).   
 	 With the understanding that research goals can limit or even determine 
methodological innovation (Lapadat 2000), it should come as little surprise if models 
and methods were not developed to properly cope with those situations that do not 
come from an anthropologist's armchair musings or the early ethnographer's 
elicitations of participants' speech acts.  Yet, as Goodwin and Heritage further argue, 
we must recognize that “the stream of speech actually produced by a speaker in 
conversation” (1990: 287), though messy, is also endlessly interesting and central to 
many of the questions that we, as academics, would like to answer.  Because of this, 
“discourse-centered work emphasizes the heterogeneous, multifunctional, and 
dynamic character of language use and the central place it occupies in the social 
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construction of reality” (Farnell and Graham 1998: 412), but is hampered in polychannel 
settings by the inadequate methodological tools that we have at our disposal to 
transcribe such events.  In order to continue delving into such complex and dynamic 
interactions we must also work to develop tools more suited to the situations that we 
would seek to investigate.  Clearly, we require models and methods that allow us to 
realize that “the basis of intersubjective knowledge in linguistics must be found in 
speech language as it is used in everyday life by members of the social order, that 
vehicle of communication in which they argue with their wives, joke with their friends, 
and deceive their enemies” (Labov 1972: xiii).  This article is an account of the process 
I went through to create such a method of transcription, as well as a discussion of the 
related theories and methods that connect to this approach.  



!
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Figure 1.  A twenty second excerpt from a transcription of six persons with familial 
ties playing cards. The names of participants have been removed and replaced with 
designators (e.g. “Prt4”)
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Thinking Like an Actor: The Problematics of Simultaneity  
 	 The most ubiquitous form of transcription has always appeared to me to look 
like a script for a play, perhaps due to the fact that my undergraduate degree is not in 
anthropology, but is in theater.  Because of this training and my personal life-history, as 
I used this transcription format in my first attempt, I became aware that the structure of 
this transcription falls victim to the same pitfall that is presented by dramatic scripts.  A 
common mistake among beginning actors when they are interpreting a script is that 
they miss the points of overlap, which are not often written into the script.  This leads 
to dialogues where first one actor speaks and then waits while the other actor speaks 
their own line - in its entirety - before they then deliver their next line.  In a dramatic 
performance, the lines in the script are meaningful, and should not be trampled over, 
but without overlap at key points, the reading or performance that results is boring and 
without dynamic tension – precisely because it does not reproduce the characteristics 
of real conversations.   
 	 Though people may often take turns in an orderly manner, the danger of 
presenting conversation as something that is regulated and is turn-based is that it 
recommends models of transcription that are best suited for only that type of 
conversation.  Elinor Ochs has remarked that “many types of sequences... are based 
on turn units. For the analysis of such sequences as well as other areas of concern, our 
transcript ought to display turn units in a systematic manner... In the work on adult 
conversational behavior in middle class Anglo society, turns are considered to be 
verbal units bounded either by the talk of another speaker or by a significant 
pause” (Ochs 1979: 69).  I come from what I consider to be a “middle class Anglo 
society,” and the instance that I recorded, which was amongst a family of middle class 
Anglos, was far less organized than what Ochs describes.  In her defense, she wrote 
this passage over thirty years ago, and perhaps the interactional norms for middle 
class Anglo discourse have changed.  Regardless, the linguistic event that I feel more 
closely resembles the conversation had over cards is one described by John Haviland 
in his work with the Tzotzil:   

In the rapid flow of conversation, speakers must continually monitor each 
other's turns, so that they know what will count - in the moment - as 
agreement or disagreement... the two speakers are in an intricate dance 
of doubt, agreement, and confirmation, marked by evidential particles 
that track the state of discursive play at each moment (1996: 56).


	 Haviland also noticed that the very act of transcription seemed to work in such a 
way as to effect “a smoothing of interactional edges” (1996: 61) as the story was made 
more coherent in the text, losing the struggles and missteps that characterized the 
interaction as he had experienced it in the role of participant and recorder (Haviland 
1996: 57).  These “interactional edges” are also the qualities that lend a dramatic 
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performance its immediacy and confer upon it a certain verisimilitude.  In polychannel 
linguistic events, the orderly representation of text can confer a sense of turn-taking, 
regulated by unspoken but universally understood and perpetually agreed upon rules 
that may be misleading.  This was the major concern that I faced in developing a 
transcription of the linguistic event that I had chosen to record.  
 	 As Goodwin and Heritage point out, “One of the best known, but most 
misunderstood, contributions of [Conversational Analysis] to the specification of 
sequential organization can be found in its analysis of turn-taking” (Goodwin and 
Heritage 1990: 289).  It is easier and far preferable to believe that conversations 
systematically follow a set of rules and will lay themselves open to analysis without a 
proverbial fight.  Unfortunately, as the scholars who developed Conversational Analysis 
(or CA, as it is commonly referred to) realized early on, the process of actual 
conversation is not maintained only by repair in the case of overlap, but actually 
depends upon instances of overlap as “one of the systematic products of the 
system” (Goodwin and Heritage 1990: 290).  Thus, CA is specifically interested in the 
effect that such interaction, as these elements denote, has upon the participants, as 
well as the effect the participants’ choices have on the interaction.  What CA scholars 
have found is that there is a great importance in the “sequences of actions that 
participants perform to create and manage meaning between themselves” (O'Sullivan 
2010: 21) which leads us to pay greater attention to the priority and temporality of 
speech enunciation (Goodwin and Heritage 1990; O'Sullivan 2010).  
 	 As such, any model that would seek to put to text the interchange between 
multiple speakers, who consistently and constantly overlap, would require a way to 
spatially organize and demonstrate the instances of overlap and of repair in a way that 
would be legible and useful to analysis. !
Thinking Like A Recorder: The Problematics of Entextualization and Formal Structures 
 	 Though linguistic anthropology has advanced to the point where it recognizes 
the importance of studying speech in very contextualized, situated, and “natural” 
settings, the methodological tools have not kept pace.  In addition to issues of 
epistemology, this problem may also stem from the way that technology-- far from 
alleviating this problem -- has exacerbated it.  The fact remains that we must often find 
a way to write down what we have recorded despite the growing presence of online 
journals that can be linked to actual recordings.  Likewise, though an audio or visual 
recording device can offer an unparalleled fidelity, the ability to write out the course of 
an interaction is still an indispensable component in the deep analysis of a linguistic 
event, and a necessity for any scholar who would like to publish in most academic 
settings.  As Ochs remarked, “the utilization of mechanical means of recording may 
appear to eliminate some [methodological] problems... [but, in fact,] the problems of 
selective observation are not eliminated with the use of recording equipment. They are 
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simply delayed until the moment at which the researcher sits down to transcribe the 
material from the audio- or videotape” (Ochs 1979: 44).  
 	 From the perspective that “a transcription format should be related to the goals 
of analysis” (Farnell and Graham 1998: 427), I found myself frustrated by the way that 
my initial attempt had failed to replicate (or even remotely approximate) the dynamic 
interactions and multiple layers of conversation that had been present in the actual 
linguistic event.  I did not have a method of transcription that could reliably represent 
these characteristics, let alone capture the simultaneity of the actual speech utterances 
of my participants on the page.  First and foremost, all forms of transcription are meant 
to represent the discourse that they report upon.  In this case, the method of 
transcription I first employed did not represent the discourse, but in fact, 
misrepresented it to the point of being misleading and almost incomprehensible.  
 	 Following from Richard Bauman and Charles Briggs (1990) we can see that any 
form of transcription is a practice in entextualization-- an act whose specific aim is to 
remove or detach text from its context and render it portable.  Greg Urban notes, “If 
entextualization is understood as the process of rendering a given instance of 
discourse a text, detachable from its local context, replication is one way, seemingly, of 
implementing detachment. It tries to portray the textual as opposed to contextual 
aspects of the original discourse, and to capture, thereby, the decontextualized or 
polycontextual meanings associated with it” (Urban 1996: 21).  In decontextualizing the 
text from the speech act and rendering it portable to other settings, the transcriber 
accomplishes an act of legerdemain, insisting that what was said in a specific 
contextualized linguistic event speaks also to other events, and thus has a polytextual 
meaning or set of meanings that exist beyond the context in which it was generated. 
 	 Through entextualization practices then, all forms of transcription are composed 
of choices made by the transcriber about what will be included, what will be removed, 
and what will be added to the text as it is removed from a linguistic event into a 
textualized form of writing (Ochs 1979; Haviland 1996; Urban 1996).  These decisions 
are acts of power both politically and intellectually (Bucholtz 2000), but are to a certain 
degree unavoidable if the aim is to textualize a spoken discourse.  These practical 
limitations are not only methodological but also greatly shape theoretical concerns as 
well as the ability to carry out analysis.  Interestingly, these problems appear to be 
systemic, inherent in the form, rather than simply reflecting the shortcomings of the 
researcher.   
 	 In their work with transcribers drawn from the same communities which they 
studied, both Urban (1996) and Haviland (1996) noted that these transcription practices 
of elaboration, removal, and normalizing were generated by interpersonal relations, but 
also by the very form of representation that transcripts call for.  Though working from 
different considerations, the practices of transcribers from both communities effected 
the repair of inconsistencies in the transcription, presenting the sense of an orderly and 
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coherent performance (Haviland 1996, Urban 1996).  Urban noted that metadiscursive 
comments were not reproduced by transcribers (1996: 33), and Haviland remarked that 
the Tzotzil he worked with were also likely to remove contextual details of the setting – 
including participants that were not considered central to the discourse by the 
transcriber (1996: 67) – as well as the give and take between conversation participants, 
summarily smoothing over and homogenizing the interaction.  “There is no longer a 
negotiable universe of discourse... Any text resulting from writing eliminates the warmth 
of the sun that the original conversants could point to... the tension between tellers... 
and the secret animosities between rivals... that were all too obvious to us 
gossipers” (Haviland 1996: 72).   
 	 Though we might expect the creation of these “monologic narratives” (Haviland 
1996:69) from researchers raised and trained in the positivist paradigm of Western 
academe, Haviland clearly demonstrates that “These speakers, whose experience with 
reading and writing in any language (let alone their own) is next to nil, nonetheless by 
their practice are able implicitly to indicate what a text should be like” (Haviland 1996: 
49). !
Thinking Like a Musician: Multitrack Transcription of Polychannel Linguistic Events  
 	 Upon realizing the shortcomings of my initial attempt to transcribe the 
conversation I had recorded, the smart thing to do would have been to read up more 
on the theory of transcription methodology.  In short order I would have become aware 
of the problematic possibilities inherent in transcription that I have presented so far (by 
no means exhaustive).  Fortunately, I wasn't too smart, and instead of examining the 
literature (which after all, went against the spirit of the assignment), I fell back on what I 
know most.   
 	 For over two decades I have been a musician and in the last decade or so I have 
worked almost daily with multitrack recording devices, both physical machines and 
computer-based software.  From this perspective, I realized that it would have been 
most advantageous to have recorded each of my participants on a separate track, 
using a multitracking device and dedicated microphones.  Unfortunately, before these 
methodological and theoretical concerns became apparent, I only had my trusty audio 
recorder with its omnidirectional microphone when I recorded the conversation.  
Though I had already lost the chance to record each channel of speech separately, I 
realized that I could at least multitrack the utterances of my participants when I went to 
encode the data textually. 
 	 Though Steven Feld and Aaron Fox characterize the flow of information between 
music theory and linguistics to be primarily one-sided, with theoretical models from 
linguistics being applied to music (1994: 26), the contributions that musical theory has 
made to transcription practices in linguistic anthropology should not be minimized.  As 
Joel Sherzer (1992) notes, some of the most progressive ideas that were developed for 
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the transcription of Native American studies in linguistic anthropology came from the 
utilization of poetic and musical genres.   
 	 As early as 1965, Dell Hymes was concerned that the way previous scholars had 
represented transcriptions of Native American performance were not adequate (Hymes 
1965).  These considerations were picked up by Dennis Tedlock (1978) who paid 
special attention to the “expressive features of the voice, especially pause and pitch 
patterns, in his representation of Zuni narratives” (Sherzer 1992: 427).   The adoption or 
line breaks and dots to represent pauses, upper-case letters to mark louder speech, 
punctuation to denote the rise and fall of pitch, and dashes to represent vowel 
lengthening (Farnell and Graham 1998: 425-426), to name but a few devices, all served 
to make the text on the page "look to the eye how it sounds to the ear" (Schenkein, 
1978: xi).  In turn, authors such as Joel Sherzer and Sammie Wicks adapted methods 
from music theory (Sherzer and Wicks 1982), and scholars such as Laura Graham 
(1984, 1995) made use of musical staff to represent Shavante/Xavante wailing and 
chanting, using regular scoring to great effect.  Though the Western musical staff offers 
interesting ways forward with the model I present here, at this point I would like to 
focus on its qualities as a model inspired by multitracking, as I developed it initially for 
the assignment under discussion.  
 	 From my background with multitracking it seemed only natural to represent 
polychannel linguistic events with a multitrack representational model in my 
transcription process.  Some of the features that recommend this process are the 
ability to clearly and easily demonstrate instances of overlap, slippage and repair.  This 
is important, because even if this does not return the feeling of “the warmth of the 
sun”, as Haviland (1996) put it, this format allows even a linguistic layman to grasp 
some of the give and take evoked by the chaotic and messy characteristics of a 
“naturally occurring” event.  
 	 It is the capture or reproduction of these interactional dynamics that I felt most 
important to the representation of my recorded conversation and the model that I 
developed was guided by this concern more than the multiplicity of others that could 
have directed me.  First and foremost, the decision of how to transcribe a conversation 
should recognize what the researcher seeks to investigate, while also honestly 
observing and remarking upon the implications of these choices (Bucholtz 2000).  In 
effect, this model is but one possibility amongst many others, which is specifically 
suited to a particular type of linguistic event and particular theoretical concerns.  As in 
anything else, the most expedient way to accomplish a task is to select the proper tool 
for the job at hand.  For polychannel linguistic events, I recommend the model herein 
described.  
 	 Out of consideration for space, I have here included only the same twenty 
second excerpt from the conversation that I began this article with, and though it is 
brief, this excerpt sufficiently demonstrates the mechanics of this transcription model 
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(Figure 2).  One who is familiar with Jeffersonian transcription (1985), which is regularly 
utilized by Conversation Analysis researchers (Niemelä 2010), will see some similarity 
between my method and that of CA studies.  The differences that exist are important 
ones and are predicated by my own research concerns.  Noticeably, I use a much 
truncated system of representational punctuation and other devices.  The great 
advantage of Jeffersonian Transcription, devised by Gail Jefferson in the 1970's, is  
that “the symbols and format used enable the user to access details essential to 
understanding what is going on in an interaction, in ways which stress the social, 
embodied nature of language” (O'Sullivan 2010: 26).  This advantage, which allows for 
the depiction of stress, hesitations, and other verbal anomalies, is balanced by the 
necessity that one be familiar with an expansive suite of symbols and stylistic markers. 
 	 I also pay a greater attention to the specificity of spatial calibration than is 
conventional in CA and thus I have also made use of the Courier New font rather than 
Times New Roman or other “reader-friendly” proportional-width fonts because the 
fixed-width font of Courier New allows for the precise alignment of characters to show 
“overlaps and latching” (Bucholtz 2000: 1453).   
 	 In addition, I have opted to focus on the morphological level of accuracy 
(Preston 1982), rather than representing any derivation from the “ideal” phonetic 
production of utterances.  Although such fine-grained considerations could be 
instructive given the right research aims, here they would only distract from the goals of 
my analysis, which was primarily concerned with representing the interrelation and 
simultaneity of utterances.  Given this primary concern, I have taken temporality as my 
guiding principle in the arrangement of space in this model.  “Ideally, we want our 
transcript to meet practical as well as theoretical considerations... We want it to 
encode not only prior and subsequent behaviors, but cooccurrent and interoccurrent 
behaviors as well” (Ochs 1979: 59).

	 Such a consideration is advocated by Ochs (1979) in her discussion of how 
transcriptions display priority through the acculturation of Western literary ideals:


As members of a culture, we, the transcribers, bring into the transcription 
process a biased spatial organization... Across many cultures, there is a 
convention whereby written language is decoded from the top to the 
bottom of each inscription. The reading of conversational transcripts 
takes no exception to this norm, and, generally, the history of a discourse 
is unfolded in a downward direction. Utterances that appear below other 
utterances are treated as occurring later in time (1979: 45-46).


	 Though it is a politicized decision – which I readily admit (Bucholtz 2000), I feel 
that it is most expedient to conform to this bias of spatial organization in the 
arrangement of this model so that it is easily comprehensible to those most likely to 
come in contact with it or to make use of this model.  As Ochs further notes, “The 
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European culture of literacy socializes its members to encode ideas not only from top 
to bottom, but from left to right of the writing surface... Leftness is linked with priority 
and also with inception of a statement or entire discourse” (1979: 49).  
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Figure 2.  A twenty second excerpt from a transcription of six persons with familial 
ties playing cards, now in the suggested format, with the spatial arrangement of 
words on the page used to represent temporality.  The names of participants have 
been removed and replaced with designators (e.g. “Prt4”).
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	 Thus, when reading this model, the temporality of utterances can be discerned 
by reading from left to right within each 'frame' (aided by the time code in the top bar 
that corresponds to the beginning of each utterance), noting that the frames closer to 
the top of the page represent sections of the discourse that occurred before the frames 
that are placed below it.  Further, the implications of the top-to-bottom bias and my 
concerns with temporality also organize the order in which speakers and their assigned 
tracks are represented within the transcript.  Beginning with the start of the record, the 
person who speaks first (temporally speaking) is assigned the first track, which is the 
track that is positioned highest within the frame.  As the record proceeds, other 
participants are assigned tracks in descending order, predicated by the relative 
temporality of their first utterances.  These assignments are fixed and in each frame the 
track assignments are represented even if the speaker does not contribute vocally to 
the conversation within the duration represented by that frame.  In this respect, my 
model differs from other models of transcription, such as those conventionally used in 
Conversation Analysis (Niemelä 2010), sacrificing a more strident space management, 
in order to provide consistent representation of the interlocutors involved in the 
linguistic event (Haviland 1996).  
	 Understandably, these are not unproblematic decisions.  Due to my research 
aims, I have decided the left should represent primacy in terms of temporality, and that 
the ranking of participants from top to bottom should also be dictated by temporality 
(in the order of utterances as they are performed), rather than any other extralinguistic 
concerns such as age, relationship, etc.  In large part this is a model reflecting the 
research concerns to which it is being applied: the exploration of speech in overlapping 
and simultaneous generations; time and temporality being the elements of most 
practical interest, and from which all other inferences may be built.  
 	 These decisions are from my own biases, though I have reasoned through these 
choices in a deliberate manner with my eyes upon the intended uses I perceive this 
model to be best suited for.  A limited, but important panacea to the problems that 
arise from the unavoidably subjective construction of a transcription method is a 
reflexive engagement with the transcription.  “A reflexive transcription practice, then, is 
one in which the researcher is conscious of her or his effect on the unfolding transcript, 
and the effect of the transcript on the representation of speakers whose discourse is 
transcribed” (Bucholtz 2000: 1462).

 
Drawbacks and Limitations of the Model 
 	 The first drawback to this method that one may notice is that it is very space 
intensive and that much of the space within a frame is blank.  I have found it expedient 
to maintain these open tracks in each frame for the sake of consistency, and to make 
the record more easily readable.  As Ochs says, “one of the important features of a 
transcript is that it should not have too much information. A transcript that is too 
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detailed is difficult to follow and assess.  A more useful transcript is a more selective 
one... the transcript should reflect the particular interests- the hypotheses to be 
examined- of the researcher” (Ochs 1979: 44).  
 	 With this in mind, it should be apparent that this method of multitrack 
transcription is only suitable when other forms of transcription are not adequate to the 
job.  The more common transcription style that I have previously referred to as 
dramatic script (and which I may have seemed to earlier malign), is actually quite a 
useful approach when one is dealing with a single speaker, or multiple speakers that 
are politely and consistently respecting the turn-taking sequence.  Also, this method 
does not recommend itself, as it has thus far been presented, for the translation of one 
language into another.  Rather, a transcription with either a side-by-side layout, or a 
linear interspersing (Sherzer 1992; Haviland 1996) of both the record in the original 
language and the target language would be preferred.  
 	 If one were interested in describing and relating the tonality of a sing-song 
performance of speech I would not recommend this model as presented thus far.  
Rather I would suggest that they consider their intended audience and choose from 
some of the fine methods already existing, to which I referred earlier.  Specifically, the 
model of representation that was developed by Wicks in the article she co-authored 
with Sherzer (Sherzer and Wicks 1982) may be one of the more ingenious models that I 
have seen for representing pitch and temporality - chiefly because it can be so easily 
apprehended.  
 	 This list of shortcomings is far from exhaustive, but I leave the greater 
enumeration to be revealed by those who may make use of this model.  Any further 
faults, will invariably be found in the field as the model fails to live up to specific tasks.  
For the purposes of my use, I have found the model to be well-suited for transcribing 
polychannel linguistic events in a way that is easily readable and open to analysis.  !
Additional Direction for Future Studies and Further Adaptation of the Model  
  	 Even in the first presentation of this model to my seminar group in Linguistic 
Anthropology some adaptations that could be incorporated into my model became 
apparent.  One of my colleagues, Elias Gonzalez, used a very similar model to 
transcribe polychannel communication with the useful addition of continuous lines 
where participants were not speaking (2012, in class discussion).  Though I had 
concerns about cluttering the page unnecessarily (Ochs 1979), I found that this simple 
device assisted in orienting the reader to the presence of momentarily silent 
participants (Figure 3).   
 	 This is a useful device if one is concerned with the same shortcomings of 
transcription that also bothered Haviland (1996) regarding the effacement of 
participants who are not actively speaking but nonetheless add to the contextual 
situation of the linguistic event.  With the addition of these “scoring lines” by Gonzalez, 
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the model begins to resemble a musical staff more than a multitrack, calling to mind 
the work of scholars such as Graham (1984, 1995) who have made use of the Western 
musical staff.   If one had an interest to incorporate an analysis of tonality and pitch 
into a transcript  using the multitracking method (and assuming that one is dealing with 
speech that is not performed in a sing-song affectation or a true musical performance), 
I would suggest that one adopt the pared-down three-bar staff that T.M. Scruggs 
provided for Graham (1995:120-121). 


By necessity then, this would create a multimodal representation of the 
discourse for each participant.  Within each track, every participant would have 
multiple “channels” (in this case only two), relating different types of data that would 
still be rendered in a legible format, constrained and regulated by the calibration of the 
information to the space on the page so that the analysis of this information can be 
examined in terms of temporality. 
 	 Pushing the ideas of this configuration even further, one could incorporate even 
more analytical information or modal representation.  Sherzer made use of multilineality 
to represent grammatical elements of Kuna performance (1992: 431-432).  Alternatively 
(or additionally!) if one were concerned with representing movement, positioning or 
gestures that occur within the discourse, they could make use of a separate 
multimodal channel to record such behavior.  As Ochs notes “nonverbal behavior may 
be an alternative rather than an accompaniment to verbal behavior” (Ochs 1979: 52; 
see also Farnell and Graham 1998: 433).  Though nonverbal behavior may prove 
difficult to write within the same space on the page as verbal behavior (Ochs 1979) one 
could make use of a modified Labanotation (Farnell 1999) on its own multimodal 
channel.  Because Labanotation is written from the bottom-up, incorporation into this 
model of multitrack transcription could prove highly problematic and would likely 
require a diligent and inspired methodologist's hand.   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Figure 3.  Dashes are added to the model to allow easier orientation for the reader 
in a method developed by Elias Gonzalez and reproduced here with his permission.  
The use of this model could reasonably be referred to as the Johnson-Gonzalez 
method (in contrast to the Johnson multitrack method of transcription discussed in 
this article).  The names of participants have been removed and replaced with 
designators (e.g. “Prt4”).
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 	 Such a wealth of information for each speaker in the conversation would be 
labor intensive to create, and perhaps more difficult to read, but the analytical benefits 
of such a representation may still persuade a scholar with very exacting research aims 
to adopt such an approach.  The advantage of a multitrack transcription with 
multimodal channels would be to allow for all the information to be viewed and 
analyzed within the same model – upon the same page – held together by 
considerations of temporality.  
 	 Much like the list of the presented model's shortcomings, this list of possible 
adaptations and elaborations is incomplete in a way that can only be filled-in by real 
world application and field testing that will be carried out upon the model.  I recognize 
that this model, like all models is not “a foolproof transcription system that forecloses 
ideological positioning” (Bucholtz 2000: 1461).  So it is my hope, that if anyone should 
find this model desirable for their use and modification, that they share their 
experiences, so that we may better refine and task the model to a multiplicity of 
situations.

Conclusion 
 	  Though transcription is often presented as a transparent rendering of a events – 
a faithful record of the facts (Ochs 1979) – it is seen upon closer inspection that the 
practice of transcription and the choices that a transcriber must make are politically 
charged (Bucholtz 2000), socially situated and generative of influences upon the way 
we view data (Farnell and Graham 1998: 424; Ochs 1979), and can greatly impact and 
shape our analytical and theoretical endeavors (Sherzer 1992: 426).  As I have aimed to 
show, this model of representing polychannel discourse is no less biased than any 
other model, and is potentially a politically, as well as a theoretically, loaded instrument 
(Bucholtz 2000).   
 	 In recognition that all models of transcription will err as well, though in different 
ways, we are left with little alternative, but to make sure that our tools are suited to our 
tasks.  It is my hope that I have conducted the description of my choices in developing 
this transcription model in a way that makes my guiding principles and their 
considerations transparent to the reader.  Not only in the name of honesty, but also 
because I believe that the ability to see the “inner-workings” of the theoretical concerns 
that directed the development of this model will also offer easily grasped handles for its 
further development and adaptation by those who would make use of it in other 
situations.  
 	 In recognizing which issues are worth our investigation, I take my cues from 
such authors as Sherzer, when he says, “Discourse is at the heart of language-culture-
society relations. For this reason we must take seriously the study of discourse, in all of 
its aspects” (Sherzer 1992: 439).  Often these aspects can be messy or difficult to 
grapple with if our analytical and methodological tools are found wanting.  As I had 
chosen a conversation not governed by turn-taking conventions and with multiple 
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overlapping, I found it necessary to develop an adapted approach for studying the kind 
of discourse I feel is worth investigating: raucous, dynamic and informal linguistic 
events, with multiple participants.  
 	 It is my desire that this model might find a home in the methodological 
toolboxes of up-and-coming anthropologists, alongside the more traditional and well-
established models of transcription.  It has a very specific set of uses that it can be 
turned to in its present form, but I would urge anyone who chooses to use this model 
to also think beyond my limited horizons and let their inquiry shape this model to their 
uses, rather than shaping their research to this tool (or any other).  
 	 As students who are just now pushing out into the field, or hope to shortly, I feel 
that this model of multitrack transcription and the process I used to develop it, may 
have more to offer to the readers of this journal than other audiences.  My journey to 
develop this model also points out the importance of a liberal arts education to a 
certain degree.  Were it not for my background in theater and my continuing familiarity 
and work with music and recording technologies, I may never have thought of this 
model.  In fact, it seems to me impossible to have conceived of it without such a 
grounding.  If there is any lesson to be taken from my example, I would hope it is the 
importance of keeping our minds open to the possibility that inspiration, even along 
analytical or methodological lines, may come from all quarters. 
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Abstract 

Researchers across disciplines have looked to deaf individuals and communities 
to learn about many aspects of human experience, earning deaf people’s unique 
biological and social status a subjugated position in scientific inquiry.  All too often deaf 
people appear in the literature as research “subjects” rather than active, autonomous 
participants, or partner-researchers. My research investigated deaf youth identity in 
Mexico City, Mexico, with a focus on the emic perspectives of my adolescent 
participants and their families. My focus deaf epistemologies led me to photovoice for 
data collection and analysis. This article outlines the engagement of deaf youth 
participants through the participatory visual data collection method photovoice, which 
allowed me to achieve the goals of a community-based research design. This article 
explores the unique needs of deaf youth research participants and epistemological 
considerations for community-based work among deaf youth in Mexico City. I discuss 
innovative ethnographic results revealing deaf youth’s emic perspectives through 
participatory analysis. 


Keywords: Deaf, Identity, Visual Methods, Photovoice, Community-Based Research
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Introduction 
 	 Researchers across disciplines have looked to deaf individuals and communities 
to learn about many aspects of human experience, earning deaf people’s unique 
biological and social status a subjugated position in scientific inquiry. Deaf lifeways, 
organized without auditory input, have captured the investigative interest of social 
scientists, while deaf people’s language acquisition, cognition, social, and emotional 
development have intrigued educators as well as medical and psychological 
researchers. All too often, however, deaf people appear in the literature as research 
“subjects” rather than active, autonomous participants, or partner-researchers.  
 	 Anthropological research with deaf participants has focused on the history of 
deaf communities, emic perspectives of deaf people, and linguistic and socio-linguistic 
issues; yet despite these efforts, “anthropological studies of Deaf communities are still 
in a relatively early stage, akin to the early phases of Boasian descriptive 
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ethnography” (Senghas and Monaghan 2002:69-70). Ethnography, anthropology’s 
methodological hallmark, is a useful approach to research involving deaf participants. 
This article outlines the engagement of deaf youth participants through ethnographic 
strategies using the participatory visual data collection method photovoice.  
 	 My dissertation research investigated the experience of deafness in Mexico City, 
Mexico, with a focus on the emic perspectives of adolescent participants and their 
families. In order to “explore the cultural situatedness of Deaf identity” (LeMaster 
2003:169), I chose photovoice, a data collection method that accommodated deaf 
youth’s visual learning styles, to maximize their participation. This article presents 
ethical and epistemological considerations for community-based work among deaf 
youth in Mexico City, Mexico, and provides examples highlighting the effectiveness of 
participatory analysis of photographic images. 


Epistemological Approach and Methodological Framework  
 	 Ethnographic research, participatory by nature, seeks to understand the emic 
perspectives of participants. Yet, anthropology, like other sciences, has been accused 
of maintaining a “colonial attitude” in deaf research (Ladd 2005; De Clerck 2010) 
whereby “research subjects are reduced to objects, and indigenous knowledge of the 
informants is granted secondary status in the production of scientific knowledge about 
indigenous knowledge” (De Clerck 2010:436). To address this “colonial” critique in an 
ethnographic setting among deaf participants, my primary responsibilities as principal 
investigator included: the incorporation of deaf youth epistemologies, or “the first-hand 
knowledge of what it is like to be a member of the group” (Cooper 2007:565), the 
purposeful selection of research methods that actively involved deaf participants, and a 
commitment to on-going reflexivity.  
 	 Facilitating the involvement of youth participants called for special 
methodological and ethical considerations since two fundamental characteristics made 
this population particularly vulnerable: their hearing status and their status as children. 
Children and people with disabilities require extra protections when they become 
involved in research (Sudore 2006) since the sometimes bleak history of scientific 
research with human subjects reminds us that we all “have inherited the legacy of 
researchers who have come before [us]” (Glantz 1996:1384).  
 	 Deaf people need to access information visually. Hearing people take for 
granted the prevalence of auditory information, which is often inaccessible to deaf 
people living in a predominantly hearing world. This disparity in accessible information 
is what Richard Pollard, an American psychologist familiar with deaf clients, calls fund 
of information. Pollen defines fund of information as “the accumulated pool of facts 
one knows and is a rather separate matter from intelligence” (Pollard 1992; Pollard 
2002). Fund of information is an important consideration in a research setting involving 
deaf and hearing participants where there is inevitable variability in access to 
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information among participants. Another common feature of deaf populations is 
variance in literacy and school experience (Hoffmann Dilloway 2011; Mucino Adams 
2003; Pollard 2002; Pollard 1992).  
 	 I employed a community-based research design to ameliorate the potential for 
misunderstandings among, and alienation of, deaf youth during the research process. 
This approach involved participants in the planning stages of research, data collection, 
and ethnographic representation. Many of the key principles of community-based 
research overlap with general characteristics of ethnography in that it is also a 
collaborative, integrative, and iterative process. A community-based approach is an 
epistemological choice that resonated with my research goals with specific regard to 
three distinguishing features. First, the inter-relatedness of community and identity was 
central to my research site and population, as “the concept of community as an aspect 
of collective and individual identity is central to community-based research” (Israel et 
al. 1998:178).  Second, the idea of collaborative construction of knowledge in a 
community-based approach, one “that facilitates the reciprocal transfer of knowledge, 
skills, capacity, and power” spoke to my desire for horizontal dialogue between the 
researcher and participants.  
 	 Finally, community-based research is a “positive model,” which draws on the 
strengths of communities (Israel et al. 1998:179). In this case, I viewed my deaf youth 
participants’ visually-based understandings as an advantage. I chose visual data 
collection techniques to incorporate their visual sensibilities into collaborative cultural 
theorizing. Paulo Freire’s idea that “people have to participate in the research, as 
investigators and researchers, not as mere objects” (Freire 1982 [1972]:32) influenced 
my decision to incorporate participatory research methods. By actively engaging my 
youth participants, I encouraged them to become co-investigators (Freire 1972), a 
choice that aligns with my community-based approach and provides an opportunity for 
the incorporation of deaf youth perspectives toward local cultural theories about 
deafness. 
 	 Participatory analysis involved youth as co-investigators and incorporated their 
perspectives into cultural theorizing. These epistemological decisions regarding 
methodology and analysis were aimed to access “special insight, insider knowledge, 
and experience-based understanding” (Hale 2008:23). One of my primary goals was to 
uncover emic perspectives to address “the question of whether unitary concepts such 
as deaf culture and deaf identity can be used to gain accurate insight into culturally 
constructed deaf identities” (De Clerck 2010:440).  
 	 Allison James points out that in order to give children a ‘voice’ in our research 
we must actively involve them in the research process to recognize them  “as 
participating subjects rather than the objects of adult research” (James 2007:262). 
Researchers have found task-based activities to be “more fun for children than 
traditional methods” and effective in accessing “children’s distinctive ways of attending 
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to the world” (Jorgenson and Sullivan 2009:2). The use of participatory methods with 
children is important because it acknowledges them as “meaning producing 
beings” (Young and Barrett 2001:141).  
 	 Participatory visual methods are suited for children of different ages and 
aptitudes “without discriminating between those with different abilities, confidence 
levels and educational attainments” (Young and Barrett 2001:151) and are “believed to 
enhance the child’s ability to communicate his or her perspectives to the adult 
researcher” (Jorgenson and Sullivan 2009:4). Photovoice is particularly well-suited for 
research with deaf children who are reliant upon visual expression and often have 
limited access to the spoken/written language (i.e. Spanish). The focus of photovoice is 
visual data; photographs are visual outcomes that are then used as prompts for 
narratives when participants are asked to “tell the story” of their photos (Brinton Lykes 
2001). 
 	 Public health researchers, Caroline Wang and Mary Ann Burris, are credited with 
coining the term photovoice, differentiating it from photo novella or photonovel, 
techniques also used for language and literacy practices (Wang and Burris 1997). 
Photovoice as methodology is inspired by Freire’s idea of critical consciousness 
(Jurkowski and Paul-Ward 2007) because “Friere noted that one means of enabling 
people to think critically about their community… was the visual image” (Wang and 
Burris 1997:370). Photovoice projects generate two types of data in two phases. First, 
visual data is created when children and youth produce photographs in response to 
targeted questions or prompts. Second, subsequent interviews about the photographs 
are used as an elicitation technique to “obtain data on ways that people categorize and 
organize understanding of cultural domains using stimuli” (LeCompte and Schensul 
1999:129). These related endeavors prompt participants to “reflect on and record 
aspects of their own identity and experience” (Booth and Booth 2003:431).  
 	 The goal of my photovoice project was to illustrate the importance of LSM in 
these young people’s lives using their images, thoughts, and language. This creative 
process allowed me to access elements of the photographers’ identities that would 
otherwise be difficult to approach. Photovoice is effective for the study of deaf youth 
identity because it honored children as the experts on their own lived experience, and 
thus exposed a seldom-represented emic perspective: that of the deaf child. The 
discussion of photographs in participatory analysis used narrative as a central 
component for unlocking what Carol Erting and Marlon Kuntze (2008) call the deaf 
child’s “visual worldview.”

Field Site, Participants & Method  
 	 The collaborative project “Proyecto Fotovoz” was part of my ethnographic 
research exploring the experience of deafness among children and their families in 
Mexico City, Mexico from August 2012 – July 2013. The data from our photovoice 
project complimented surveys, interviews, and participant-observation with children, 
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families, staff and deaf community members. My primary research site was Instituto 
Pedagógico para Problemas de Lenguaje (IPPLIAP), a not-for-profit school for 
approximately 100 deaf elementary school children in central Mexico City. IPPLIAP was 
a unique research site because Mexican Sign Language, or Lengua de Señas Mexicana 
(LSM), was prioritized in instruction, a rare educational opportunity in Mexico. IPPLIAP 
was recognized as a leader in pedagogical strategies for deaf children. Each year, 
IPPLIAP invited experts from all over the world to share strategies and expertise on 
deaf education to a congregation of educators for the deaf from all over Mexico at the 
SeñaLees seminar and workshop for a bilingual model of educational for deaf children.  
 	 Varying literacy skills were noted among my primary youth research participants, 
sixth grade students (aged 12-14). Not only did deaf youth in the IPPLIAP community 
learn and communicate differently than hearing children and adults, many were 
learning LSM, their first language, relatively late in childhood. Many deaf students at 
IPPLIAP learned to effectively communicate for the first time considerably later than 
their hearing peers: at age six or eight years of age and, in some cases, even later. 
Therefore, special consideration and accommodations were continually made for the 
child participants in my study, some of which are outlined in this paper.  
 	 The methodological process of photovoice involved training the student-
participants on photographic equipment and techniques. For this project, I involved 
Marcela Gómez de los Reyes, a deaf sixth grade teacher at IPPLIAP, as a co-
investigator. Together, we created two semester-long, after-school workshops to 
include the entire sixth grade cohort of students (19 youth participants total). Examples 
of the ten themes we created to explore aspects of the children’s lives included family, 
Mexico and the city, a day in my life, school and learning, and sign language.  
 	 During weekly photovoice workshops, Marcela and I presented themes we 
hoped would lend insight into the participants’ experiences and identities. The youth 
participants responded to these themes with photographed images, and presented 
their photos to their peers in LSM each week. Participants were also interviewed 
individually in LSM to follow-up on ideas generated in group discussion during our 
workshop. The participants’ photos were used as guides and visual cues to augment 
ethnographic interviews, which in turn generated new research themes through 
participatory analysis.  
 	 In preparation for our community exposition, participants selected photos they 
felt best represented the project’s ten themes. The exposition was presented at the 9th 
Annual SeñaLees seminar and workshop, and the sixth grade graduation ceremony at 
IPPLIAP. The participants’ willingness to exhibit their creative photographic work 
constructed a venue through which families, teachers, and participants learned about 
the experience of being young and deaf in Mexico City. 
 	 A compelling advantage to using photovoice projects for anthropological 
research is the opportunity for collaborative, recursive analysis. Photographic images 
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from photovoice projects undergo a three stage process of participatory analysis 
involving selection, contextualization, and codification (Wang and Burris 1997:380-81). 
During our afternoon workshops, student participants presented the photographs they 
had taken throughout the week, and explained how those photographs addressed the 
thematic prompts and research questions. Participants were asked to select the 
photographs they wished to discuss, and by doing so they guided the ensuing 
narrative processes. Marcela and I then organized individual interviews with each of the 
students to further discuss themes revealed during the participatory analysis phase.


Participatory Analysis: Lengua de Señas Mexicana (LSM) - Mexican Sign Language  
 	 The photos presented here are a sample taken from our June-July 2013 
collaborative exhibition “Proyecto Fotovoz”. All photos and titles are the participants’ 
original work, which they gave me permission to share and use for my research. In 
preparation for our exposition, Marcela and I interviewed the participants to learn more 
about these particular photos. During the interview process, participants created the 
titles for their photos in LSM. The original titles were interpreted into Spanish by 
Marcela, who is deaf and fluent in Spanish and LSM; I added the English translations 
for publication. Interviews and participant-observation throughout the school year 
informed the co-construction of our analyses presented here.  
 	 The five examples selected for this article were taken in response to the theme 
“Lengua de Señas Mexicana/Mexican Sign Language (LSM).” The youth participants 
were asked to think about and describe LSM through photographs. Like most deaf 
people worldwide, these youth lived in predominantly hearing environments. In Mexico, 
Spanish is the dominant spoken language, but these youth varied in their capacity to 
access spoken and written Spanish. Some used hearing aids or other apparatus, but 
all considered LSM the language they used to best express themselves. Most of the 
participants’ family members used LSM very basically, if at all, a detail confirmed by 
interviews with youth and their families. When Marcela and I asked the students to take 
photographs responding to questions about the importance of sign language in their 
lives, the responses didn’t come easily.  
 	 Roberto presented the parallel existence of Spanish and LSM in his own life. His 
photo, “La marque de la fuerza de mi nombre/The forceful mark of my name” (fig. 1), is 
one example of many participant responses that initially did not appear to correspond 
with the designated theme “LSM.” Roberto’s parents, uncle, and two siblings were all 
deaf, so he lived in an environment where LSM was readily used and understood. We 
questioned Roberto about how this photo of his nickname “Roi” inked boldly across 
his arm represented LSM for him, but his responses were vague. His reticence toward 
talking directly about LSM was a theme I encountered repeatedly with my youth 
participants. Nevertheless, the omnipresence of written Spanish suggested by this 
photo is an important contribution to understanding the two linguistic worlds the deaf 
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child must navigate. My deaf participants were confronted with Spanish regularly, 
regardless of the language used in their homes. 


In figures 2 -4, María Isabel, Emiliano and Bladimir introduce us to a prominent 
element of deaf culture: sign language apodos (nicknames) or “sign names” as they are 
known in the United States. María Isabel captured her classmates showing their LSM 
sign names, which represent their Spanish-given names, typically using the first letter 
of one’s name. In their photos Emiliano and Bladimir showed us the LSM signs for E 
and B, respectively. Through participant-observation in this community, I learned that 
these LSM apodos are usually assigned by deaf community members, and often play 
off a person’s physical attributes, personality, and/or tastes. As a person grows and 
changes, their sign name may be reassigned various times. This collection of photos is 
a visual explanation of the importance of the deaf Mexican sign name tradition. These 
participants readily identified the use of apodos as a distinguishing feature of deaf 
culture among their peers.


!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
!
!
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Figure 1. La marque de la fuerza de mi nombre/The forceful mark of my name by 
Roberto
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Figure 2. 
Apodos de mis 
amigos/My 
friends' sign 
names by María 
Isabel


Figure 3. Seña 
Risueña/My 
cheerful sign 
name by 
Emiliano
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!
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Kevin photographed the monument to Benito Juárez near Mexico City’s 
historical center. Deaf education is closely associated with Juárez (1806-1872), a 
cultural and political Mexican icon. Dear to Mexicans for many reasons, Juárez is 
especially cherished by deaf Mexicans for his role in establishing nationally-funded 
deaf education as part of his 1856 reforms. The national deaf school (Escuela Nacional 
para Sordomudos) was Juárez’s legacy to deaf education, and operated in Mexico City 
from 1866-1962.  The Hemiciclo a Juárez that Kevin captured in his photograph was 
the meeting place for annual Día del Sordo, ‘Day of the Deaf,’ celebrations each 
November. Kevin explained that his photo, “Juárez Sordo/Deaf Juarez” (fig. 5) shows 
that Juárez loved deaf people. Kevin’s photo symbolized the dedication of this former 
president to Mexican deaf education.   
	 The visual data generated by photovoice are the images created by participants. 
The five photos presented here were analyzed by the researcher and by the 
participant-photographers, fortifying the authenticity of the analysis. These 
photographs, accompanied by the participants’ narratives, revealed the emic 
perspectives of these deaf youth. Three important themes are presented by cross-
referencing these photographs with interviews and participant-observation: 1) the 
coexistence of Spanish and LSM in the lives of these youth 2) the importance of LSM 
apodos in deaf youth culture and 3) the significance of Benito Juarez to the Mexican 
deaf community. The participants’ explanations illuminated cultural significance in ways 
that may have been missed if the images were analyzed without the photographers’ 
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Figure 4. B 
de Bladimir/B 
is for Bladimir 
by Bladimir 
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collaboration. Taken together, these explanations illustrate the importance of 
participatory analysis in photovoice projects. Participatory analysis ensures the 
involvement of research participants in ethnographic representation, by creating what 
Goedele De Clerck (2010) calls “an epistemological stance of bidirectionality” (De 
Clerck 2010).  


Conclusions 
 	 This article outlined the advantages of using photovoice with deaf youth 
participants. Deaf people rely upon visual expression and need visual input (Erting 
1994; Johnson and Erting 1989; Mucino Adams 2003; Ahmad et al. 2002; Skelton and 
Valentine 2003). The dominant spoken language, in this case Spanish, was not easily 
accessible to my deaf research participants, which necessitated incorporation of 
alternatives to “traditional” verbally-based ethnographic methods (i.e. surveys, spoken 
interviews). Recognizing the necessity for visual communication choices with deaf 
participants, I used photovoice, which took advantage of deaf youth’s visual learning 
style and explored their visually-based understandings of the world.   
 	 Potential pitfalls of using a photovoice project include anonymity and privacy 
issues which I addressed by obtaining informed consent from participants, their 
parents, and the people represented in the participants’ images. Further disadvantages 
associated with this method were excessive costs and time commitments. Finally, 
despite my awareness of the issues complicating research in deaf communities, some 
of which I discussed in this article, difficulties in understanding between researcher and 
participants were not entirely eliminated. Throughout this research endeavor, I routinely 
consulted Marcela, IPPLIAP faculty, and participants’ families. These cooperative 
efforts improved my teaching strategies for photovoice workshops and my rapport with 
youth participants. Efforts toward ongoing improvement of the project and 
development of the research themes were also collaborative. Involving Marcela as my 
co-investigator for this project further allowed me to incorporate emic perspectives into 
data collection and analysis. Our collaboration proved invaluable to my research and 
the quality of my experience while in the field. 


!
 
 	  

!
!
!

!
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Figure 5. Juárez Sordo/
Deaf Juárez by Kevin
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	 Photovoice provided an opportunity for the researcher to access the emic 
perspectives of deaf youth in a way that aligned with the participants’ visual learning 
style. The data presented here highlight participatory analysis as an essential 
component of photovoice as an ethnographic strategy. The advantages of using 
photovoice with deaf children outweighed the drawbacks. Perhaps most important to 
me as a collaborative ethnographer, Proyecto Fotovoz honored deaf youth 
epistemologies by putting the participants “in charge of how they represent themselves 
and how they depict their situation” (Booth and Booth 2003:431). The use of 
photovoice aligned with community-based research principals because it allowed the 
participants’ desires, opinions, and creativity to guide decisions throughout the 
ethnographic process. 
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Abstract 

Limited resources often hamper archaeologists’ ability to accurately identify 
promising areas to excavate at large-scale sites. High-resolution maps can serve as 
predictive tools for locating subsurface architecture based on patterns in surface 
topography. This paper presents recent intensive mapping conducted at three Late 
Archaic (3,000-1,800 B. C. E.) archaeological sites in the Fortaleza Valley of Peru. Total 
station data were used to generate 3D surface maps in ArcGIS to delineate elevation 
changes in fine-grained detail. Distinctive features on the surface and micro-
topography reveal small-scale patterns that can inform our choices for targeted 
excavations. This procedure will provide a methodological tool for finding subsurface 
architecture at large-scale sites elsewhere.

 
Keywords: Mapping, methodology, Andean archaeology, Peru, GIS

� 

Introduction 
	 This study presents recent intensive mapping conducted at three Late Archaic 
(3,000 – 1,800 B. C. E.) archaeological sites in the Fortaleza Valley, Peru. Total station 
data are used to generate 3D surface maps in ArcGIS to delineate elevation changes in 
fine-grained detail. Distinctive features on the surface and micro-topography 
(centimeter level) help define unique archaeological signatures subsurface architecture 
at Late Archaic sites in the region. More broadly, this methodology serves to aid in the 
identification of buried structures at large-scale sites.  
 	 The Norte Chico consists of four river valleys ranging from 150 to 200 kilometers 
north of Lima: Huaura, Supe, Pativilca, and Fortaleza. This region witnessed a unique 
and extraordinary florescence of large ceremonial and residential centers dating to the 
Late Archaic Period (Creamer, et al. 2007; Haas and Creamer 2004; Haas and Creamer 
2006; Haas, et al. 2004a; Haas, et al. 2004b; Kosok 1965; Ruiz, et al. 2007; Shady 
2004; Shady, et al. 2001; Shady and Leyva 2003). Thus far, 30 major Late Archaic sites 
have been found in the Norte Chico, ranging from ten to 400 hectares in area, all with 
large-scale communal architecture, and all lacking ceramics (Creamer, et al. 2007; 
Haas and Creamer 2004; Haas and Creamer 2006). The three sites sampled in this 
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study—Porvenir, Caballete, and Huaricanga—are located in the Fortaleza Valley [Figure 
1].  


!
!!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

At each of these sites, high-resolution maps of surface topography were generated as 
predictive tools for locating promising areas to excavate, providing an alternative to 
ground penetrating radar surveys or the purchase of expensive satellite imagery.  !
!
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Figure 1. Late Archaic (3,000-1,800 B. C.) archaeological sites in the Norte Chico 
region of Peru with those mapped in this study highlighted.
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Site Descriptions 
	 Porvenir is located on the right margin of the Fortaleza River. The archaeological 
site fills the mouth of a dry streambed, 50 meters above sea level.  It is bounded on 
either side by rocky extensions that extend south from the hills called El Porvenir. An 
extensive site, Porvenir consists of six mounds distributed around a large U-shaped 
open space with a large gap between two mound groups, the scar of a huaico or flash 
flood (Figure 2). 


! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!

Two structures at Porvenir are platform mounds with associated sunken circular 
plazas located near the side of the mound closest to the large central open area or 
plaza.  A later period cemetery was situated in the main sunken circular plaza at the 
site and this cemetery has been heavily looted in recent years. However, Porvenir is still 
among the best preserved Late Archaic sites in the Norte Chico since the area has not 
been cultivated or encroached on by housing or construction.  
	 Caballete is located on the right (north) bank of the Fortaleza River, 
approximately 150 meters above sea level. The site consists of five mounds also 
arranged around a large U-shaped open space (Figure 3). 


!!!!!!!!!!
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Figure 2. Topographic 
site map of Porvenir, 
Fortaleza Valley, Peru 
with Operation I 
highlighted.
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
There are indications of Late Archaic occupation in the Caballete locality that 

extend over an area of approximately 400 hectares. A portion of the site was plowed 
and laced with canals for an irrigation project in the 1970s, but the project ultimately 
failed and no water ever passed through the irrigation system. Most of the site, 
including mounds and surface architecture remains intact. Three of the mounds are 
associated with sunken circular plazas. The space the site occupies, its dimensions, 
and the architecture of the site suggest it was among the most important of the Late 
Archaic sites in the Fortaleza Valley.  
 	 The last site in this study, Huaricanga, is a combined Initial Period (1,800-900 B. 
C. E.) and Late Archaic site covering an area of 100 hectares and located 25 kilometers 
from the coast. The main Late Archaic occupation, Sectors B and C, is approximately 
two hundred meters east of a distinct Initial Period mound complex (Figure 4). 


!
!
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!
Figure 3. Topographic 
site map of Caballete, 
Fortaleza Valley, Peru 
with Operation XIII 
highlighted.
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Sector C consists of one central large mound complex, the largest Late Archaic 
construction in the Norte Chico, and several much smaller auxiliary mounds. A small 
platform and associated circular plaza is located on the west side of the site in Sector 
B, and a second buried circular plaza is associated with a low mound complex on the 
south side of the site. Indications of a third, large circular plaza on the north side of the 
main mound were uncovered during excavations in 2007. The Initial Period occupation 
is located in Sector A. This area is known as El Castillo de Huaricanga and consists of 
three mounds arranged in a U-shape facing north, parallel to the channel of the 
Fortaleza River (Authier and Perales 2011).   !
Research Problem 
 	 Qualitative changes in demography and settlement during the Late Archaic 
Period were associated with markers of increased cultural complexity such as 
monumental architecture (Burger 1992; Donnan 1985; Feldman 1985; Moseley 1985; 
Williams 1985). While these monuments were effective and enduring means of 
communicating unambiguous messages of power, they required enormous inputs of 
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Figure 4. Site map of Huaricanga, 
Fortaleza Valley, Peru with 
Operation VIII highlighted. The 
Initial Period portion of the site, El 
Castillo de Huaricanga, is not 
shown and lies immediately west 
of the Late Archaic portion of the 
site shown here.
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labor and raw materials (Adams 1975; Kolb 1994). Both the large size and great age of 
these sites present challenges in modern archaeology. Large-scale excavation over 
very broad areas is economically prohibitive, particularly in the non-monumental areas 
where there are many structures, occupation layers, and trash. As a methodology to 
extract more information out of these areas without extensive excavations, we 
implemented a strategy of intensive, detailed mapping of individual sectors.  
 
Methodology 
 	 Areas of interest were chosen for intensive mapping based on previous test 
excavations at ceremonial centers in the Norte Chico carried out by the Proyecto 
Arqueológico Norte Chico (PANC). A dense surface distribution of lithics and shell, and 
topographic anomalies were the primary criteria. Once selected, the methodology to 
generate high-resolution maps was as follows: 

1.	 Record elevation points along prominent changes in topography, such as 
ridge lines and depressions, as well as every 30 centimeters over the rest of 
the area of interest using a robotic total station (Figure 5). 


!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

For this study a Leica TPS1200+ was used to take elevation points. This robotic 
unit has an accurate reflectorless electronic distance measurement tool that can 
measure distances over 1,000 meters. The Leica TPS 12000+ works with an Automatic 
Target Recognition sensor that tracks a prism mounted on a stadia rod. While the total 
station itself remains stationary at a single point, the stadia rod with prism allows one 
person to search, lock and measure points. Points can be recorded either by the user, 
automatically every second, or on a user-defined threshold for a change in topography. 
While the survey strategy of measuring points can be variable, it is important to 
document changes in elevation. Therefore, more points were recorded in areas with 
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Figure 5.  Mapping with the Leica 
TPS1200+ stadia rod and prism.
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irregular surface topography while somewhat fewer points were taken in flat areas. 
Such a mapping strategy maximizes accuracy once the elevation points are 
interpolated to create a surface. The range of the mapping was also extended beyond 
immediate areas of interest in order to contextualize the surface topography with the 
surrounding region. Although the number of elevation points is dependent upon time 
and desired surface detail, here an area of 30 meters by 40 meters contains on average 
about 5,000 elevation points. The single-user robotic features of the Leica TPS 1200+ 
make it possible to collect this number of points in 3-4 hours.


2.	 Export the total station data as a mass point shapefile and import into 
ArcGIS (Figure 6).


!
!!!!

!
!
!

Once the shapefile has been imported into ArcGIS, extraneous points such as the total 
station location or the backsight should be deleted so that those points did not 
influence the calculations used to create the interpolated surface.


3. Interpolate the elevation points using either inverse distance weighting, 
splining, or kriging to create a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) (Figure 7).


!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Figure 6. Mass point shapefile 
showing the elevation points 
recorded at Operation VIII in 
Huaricanga. The mapped area is 34 
meters by 40 meters and contains 
over 3,400 points.
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Selecting an interpolation method is a widely debated topic in cartography, 
geography, and to a lesser degree archaeology, but it is beyond the purview of this 
paper (see Christopherson, et al. 1993; Robinson and Zubrow 1999; Spitkins, et al. 
2002). Using interpolation to calculate a surface is largely dependent on the 
topography. The parameters for each individual method have a significant impact on 
the quality of the result. For the data here, a tension spline was used with an output cell 
size of 0.1 and 3 points were used to locally approximate values. The tension spline 
tunes the stiffness of the surface by making sure that the resultant raster passes 
through the points. In each case presented in this paper, the tension spline with the 
aforementioned parameters best depicted the surface detail.  


4. Generate contour lines from the DEM (Figure 8).  
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Figure 7. DEM created using a tension 
spline on the elevation data gathered 
from Operation VIII at Huaricanga.
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The high-resolution mapping allows for the creation of contour lines that are accurate 
to the 10 centimeter level. In ArcGIS, the contour tool is part of the 3D Analyst 
extension.


5. Compute a hillshade from the DEM


!
!
!

A hillshade depicts the surface under natural light and provides a realistic base map to 
project the topography in 3D. In ArcGIS, the hillshade tool is part of the Spatial Analyst 
extension.  


6. Convert the mass point shapefile into a Triangular Irregular Network (TIN) and 
project the topography in 3D using the ArcGIS 3D Analyst extension (Arc Scene). 
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Figure 8. Contour maps (10 centimeter 
interval) of Operation XIII at Caballete 
(top left), Operation I at Porvenir (top 
right), and Operation VIII at Huaricanga 
(bottom).

Figure 9. Hillshade of 
Operation VI at 
Caballete (Azimuth: 
315, Altitude: 45°).
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Use the hillshade as the base layer and derive the base heights from the TIN 
(Figure 10).


!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
The tool to create a TIN is available under the 3D Analyst extension. Although the 
default color for the TIN raster is green, using the hillshade as a base layer creates a 
more realistic surface.  
 
Results 
 	 The model for this methodology was Operation VI at Caballete, an area that was 
intensively mapped prior to excavation. Excavations in 2006 by PANC revealed 
evidence of a high-status residence including trash deposits rich in cultural material 
and a considerable architectural investment as evidenced by the large blocks of locally 
available stone used in the building foundations. Furthermore, given the lack of cooking 
hearths coupled with an abundance of food-related debris, indicated that meals were 
likely prepared elsewhere and brought up to the residence for consumption. This 
pattern suggests that the inhabitants of Operation VI possessed an elevated status in 
order to elicit such preferential treatment. Unfortunately, botanical remains and marine 
resources are not yet available for other domestic units to provide a comparison of 
differential consumption patterns (Winker 2011).

	 The distinctive terracing in Operation VI is clearly evident in the 3D 
reconstruction (Figure 11). 

!
!
!
!
!
!
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!
Figure 10.  
Hillshade of 
Operation VI at 
Caballete 
projected in 3D 
with base heights 
derived from 
mass point data 
obtained with a 
Leica TPS1200+
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 	 Following PANC excavations in 2006, it was revealed that each terrace likely 
represented different levels within the residence that served a variety of functions with 
individual layouts. In addition, rectilinear outlines revealed by the intensely mapped 
surface area served as topographic indicators corresponding to rooms excavated in 
2006 (Figure 12). Thus, the surface topography mapped at Operation VI at Caballete 
showed patterns that corresponded to subsurface architecture uncovered through 
PANC excavations.


!!
	 
!!!!!!!!!

	 
!!
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Figure 11. 3D Profile View of Operation VI at Caballete demonstrating the distinctive 
terracing (Base Layer: Hillshade)

Figure 12.  
Rectilinear outlines 
in the surface 
topography of 
Operation VI at 
Caballete that 
correspond to rooms 
excavated by PANC 
in 2006.
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	 The other three areas of interest, Operation XIII at Caballete, Operation I at 
Porvenir, and Operation VIII at Huaricanga, although from three different sites, share a 
few features in common. For example, each area consisted of at least one small 
mound (approximately 1-2 meters high) that was clearly distinguishable on the surface 
(Figure 13). These features were favored targets for looters who frequently dug pits in 
the centers of the mounds. Various peaks and valleys (30-50 centimeters high) were 
also irregularly spaced around these small mounds, visible as small tan, yellow and 
green forms on Figure 13. Of particular note was a flat expanse adjacent to Operation 
XIII at Caballete (Figure 14). This surface feature may have been a small patio space or 
plaza associated with the structure. Similar results to those described here in detail for 
Operation XIII at Caballete were identified at the other mapped areas. While none of the 
new Operations at the three sites have been excavated, the micro-topography 
produced by the maps presented here reveal patterns that may in fact correspond to 
buried rooms or archaeological features as demonstrated by Operation VI at Cabellete. 
While excavations are required to confirm these assumptions, the mapping does reveal 
patterns that likely correspond to subsurface irregularities. 
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Figure 13. Small mound surface anomaly visible in the TIN of Operation XIII at 
Caballete (top) and the actual topographic feature (bottom).


Figure 14. Flattened 
area, a possible patio 
or small plaza, 
adjacent to Operation 
XIII at Caballete 
visible in the TIN 
(above) and the actual 
feature in the 
foreground (below).
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!
The methodology outlined here to depict micro-topography is a rather easy and 
efficient procedure to create high-resolution contour maps and detailed renderings of 
the surface. Operation XIII at Caballete measures 36 meters by 23 meters and contains 
6,258 elevation points. At Porvenir, Operation I measures 34 meters by 27 meters and 
5,126 elevations points were measured using the total station. Lastly, Operation VIII at 
Huaricanga consists of an area 34 meters by 40 meters and features 3,429 points. The 
number of elevation points measured is largely dictated by the complexity of the 
topography as well as the desired level of detail. Given ideal field conditions, the 
mapping process takes approximately one 8-hour day per area, and the data 
processing can be done in a few hours out of the field. While this methodology is more 
labor intensive than commissioning high-resolution satellite imagery, even those 
images must be cleaned and processed in order to be analyzed. Furthermore, this 
technique is not limited by difficult field conditions such as rough terrain or moisture, 
which hamper ground penetrating radar or magnetometry surveys.
!
Discussion 
	 Intensive mapping of the surface of an archaeological site can reveal certain 
topographical signatures. These signatures, in conjunction with simple test 
excavations, can serve as a predictive tool for sampling particular areas of interest. 
Although this case study is applicable to Late Archaic architecture in the Norte Chico, 
this method offers an efficient and effective means for distinguishing subsurface 
features and for targeting areas to excavate at large-scale sites in a variety of temporal 
and geographic contexts. It also provides a more affordable alternative to LIDAR (Light 
Detection and Ranging), for example, for creating high resolution maps with centimeter 
precision. Given limitations of time and funding, this methodology can serve as an 
efficient predictive tool to identify subsurface architecture. Lastly, the incorporation of a 
robotic total station into an archaeological research design greatly enhances the 
contextualizing and presentation capabilities of the researcher whether the excavations 
are held in the highlands of Peru (Craig, et al.  2006) or a Paleolithic cave in France 
(Sisk 2010).
!
Author Biography: Matthew Piscitelli is a Ph.D. candidate at the University of Illinois at 
Chicago. He is interested in the role of religion in the development of complex 
societies. His interdisciplinary dissertation research uses a variety of modern scientific 
techniques to reconstruct the ancient religious rituals that took place within a series of 
small-scale ceremonial structures from Late Archaic (3000-1800 B.C.) Peru.
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The Narrative Turn:  

Interdisciplinary Methods and Perspectives 
Sarah Raine 

University of Iowa


Abstract 

The narrative turn in the social sciences has affected a variety of disciplines and 
inspired interest in narrative analysis from a range of methodological perspectives.  
This article provides an overview of the narrative turn, summarizing historic narrative 
trends in the social sciences which led to the current interest in narrative analysis 
across a variety of disciplines.  I discuss general concerns of narrative definition, data 
collection and the researcher's voice in presentation before outlining various 
frameworks for categorizing approaches to narrative analysis.  Examples of a variety of 
narrative analysis perspectives and methods are provided to support this discussion.  
While the subjective emphasis of narrative analysis has particular relevance for 
anthropologists, the strength of the field lies in its ability to bring together perspectives 
and insights from a wide range of fields.

Keywords:  narrative analysis, qualitative methods, interdisciplinary, review

� 

 	 The narrative turn in the social sciences represents an epistemological shift from 
a scientific perspective which values abstract experimentation and generality toward a 
narrative paradigm which gives primacy to human experience and subjectivity (De Fina 
and Georgakopoulou 2011).  This turn has affected numerous disciplines from 
psychology to medical anthropology as researchers are beginning to focus more on 
analyzing narratives and the function of narratives in social contexts.  As a result, 
methods of narrative analysis have developed based on the theoretical perspectives 
and research interests of those who use them.  These methods continue to include 
quantitative and experimental approaches as well as qualitative ones and range from 
technical linguistic analysis of documents to ethnographic investigations of the social 
functions of storytelling.  Given the proliferation of approaches, the lack of cohesion 
among perspectives can leave a somewhat justified impression of narrative analysis as 
a disparate collection of methodological approaches.  However, this same diversity 
demonstrates the far reaching potential of narrative analysis and provides a fertile 
ground for innovation to those willing to consider a range of perspectives.  !
Narrative Research in Historical Perspective 
 	 The use of narratives in social science research has a long history, such that the 
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"narrative turn" might be seen more as a re-emergent interest or ongoing process 
rather than a distinct point in time.  At the beginning of the 1900s, Chicago school 
sociologists collected life histories to study the reflection of social change, and 
anthropologists collected narratives as a way of preserving cultural data (Chase 2005).  
The liberation movements of the 1960s also influenced narrative interest in the social 
sciences (Riessman 2008).  As previously disadvantaged groups questioned the 
positivist assumptions of conventional research, narratives allowed new voices the 
authority of subjective experience.  This shift is particularly associated with the feminist 
movement and its concern with challenging androcentric assumptions and giving voice 
to women as social actors rather than distant objects of study.  However, it also 
incorporated the civil rights movement and renewed interest in slave narratives (Chase 
2005) as well as gay and lesbian identity movements (Riessman 2008).   
 	 In the mid-1960s, William Labov and Joshua Waletzky (1967, 1997) published an 
analysis of oral narratives that proposed a system of identifying narrative clauses and 
assigning them functions.  According to this system, oral narrative structure includes 
elements of an abstract (summarizing the story to come for the listener), orientation 
(providing information on characters or setting), complicating action (moving the plot 
forward chronologically), evaluation (providing information on the narrative's meaning), 
resolution (providing results of actions) and a coda (drawing the audience back to the 
present).  Although some of these elements are not present in every narrative, the 
identification of orientation, complicating action and evaluation segments has formed 
the basis for many structural analysis approaches to narrative (Riessman 2008).  While 
anthropologists should be wary of expecting narratives in every culture to conform to 
this structure, Labov and Waletsky's contribution has additional significance for the 
field of narrative analysis since it drew attention to oral narratives as a form of 
discourse, thus inspiring others to pursue this object of study (Chase 2005).  
 	 The early 1980s also saw an increased interest in narrative methods and 
analysis across the social sciences as scholars explored ideas of narrative as a mode 
of thought, contrasted against the logico-scientific mode of understanding reality 
through hypothesis testing (De Fina and Georgakopoulou 2011).  While this renewed 
interest may mark a significant shift in understanding and approaching narratives and a 
broadening use of narrative analysis throughout the social sciences, it has certainly 
been informed by early perspectives on narrative analysis and does not constitute an 
end point for developing interest.  By 2005, Susan Chase still considered narrative 
inquiry to be "a field in the making" (2005: 651).   
 	 Jerome Bruner's (1986) discussion of narrative as a mode of thought contrasts it 
with the logico-scientific or "paradigmatic" mode of thought.  The paradigmatic mode 
relies on observable evidence and hypothesis testing; it uses categorization, identifies 
logical relationships and extracts general propositions.  The narrative mode creates 
meaning by situating individual events or observations within a temporal and social 
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context.  As Donald Polkinghorne explains, "Narrative meaning is created by noting 
that something is a part of some whole and that something is the cause of something 
else" (1988: 6).  Thus narratives provide contextual explanations by integrating events 
into a plot in contrast to the categorical explanations provided by the paradigmatic 
mode.  Polkinghorne illustrates this difference with the example of a man purchasing 
life insurance.  The paradigmatic mode explains this behavior by placing the man in a 
category based on age, gender and race with a greater statistical tendency to buy life 
insurance whereas the narrative mode explains the man's behavior by telling a story 
that forms connections between a series of events and individual reflections to situate 
the purchase of life insurance within the context of the man's life history.  
 	 The narrative mode does not represent a new epistemology; it is one that 
appears to be pervasive in human experience (Polkinghorne 1988) and perhaps 
precedes the logico-scientific epistemology as a mode of human sense-making.  
However, the very pervasiveness of narrative thought may have caused it to be 
overlooked and devalued in academic spheres.  Bruner (1986) suggested that the 
paradigmatic mode had been studied in depth, while little academic attention had been 
given to the narrative mode.  Dell Hymes has also noted a tendency among social 
scientists "to depreciate narrative as a form of knowledge, and personal narrative 
particularly, in contrast to other forms of discourse considered scholarly, scientific, 
technical, or the like" (1996: 112).  Because paradigmatic thinking is closely related to 
academic and scientific disciplines, it is taught in schools as part of the established 
curriculum whereas narrative as a mode of thought is learned socially as part of cultural 
and communicative competence.  Narrative sense-making seems natural to those who 
have achieved this competence and therefore may have attracted less academic 
attention and prestige.  However, as schools become more culturally diverse due to 
greater transnational mobility and globalization, educators are also recognizing the 
cultural specificity of narrative forms and giving greater attention to the development of 
narrative competency (Riessman 2008).  
 	 The epistemological shift of the narrative turn can be seen as part of a larger 
postmodernist shift reacting against the positivist frameworks associated with realist 
epistemology, modernist globalization, enlightenment, and western European colonial 
dominance (Riessman 2008, Canagarajah 2012).  The 1980s also saw a discourse-
centered movement in linguistic anthropology (Farnell and Graham forthcoming) 
representing a shift away from structural focus towards practice as well as a reflexive 
turn in cultural anthropology.  For the reflexive turn, Clifford and Marcus's 1986 
publication of Writing Culture: The Poetics and Politics of Ethnography was 
instrumental in drawing attention to asymmetric power relations between ethnographic 
researchers and their informants (James, Hawkey and Dawson 1997).  The traditional 
authoritative realist and objective style previously used in ethnographic accounts failed 
to incorporate the voices and perspectives of disadvantaged and underrepresented 
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populations.  While the paradigmatic approach emphasized statistical and objective 
generalities which dehumanized the objects of study, the reflexive turn emphasized a 
concern with humanizing ethnographic representations.  Narrative epistemology 
addresses this humanizing concern by contextualizing individual experiences.  
 	 In the field of psychology, Polkinghorne (1988) describes his concern with a 
growing discrepancy between academic research and clinical practice.  While 
academics approached research from a logico-scientific paradigm, clinical 
practitioners were using narrative sense-making to help clients work through 
difficulties.  In addition to this division within the field, Polkinghorne found a growing 
skepticism toward the usefulness of psychological research.  Within a paradigmatic 
framework, scientific research could provide statistical information about problematic 
phenomena, but did not provide a framework of meaning needed to propose solutions.  
Polkinghorne suggested that these concerns were affecting the availability of funding 
for researchers and recommended the development of complementary approaches to 
social science research that addressed humanist concerns and incorporated the 
narrative knowledge being used by clinical practitioners. 
 	 Another particularly poignant instance of this shift has been in the field of 
medicine where narrative research emphasizes a patient-centered perspective rather 
than a doctor-centered one (De Fina and Georgakopoulou 2011).  Cheryl Mattingly and 
Linda Garro have noted the effect of illness experiences on physicians who are 
transformed by the realization that "there is more to the story of being a patient than 
can be captured by a medical synopsis or charted medical history" (2000: 9).  As 
various disciplines become more interested in the individual human experience, the 
interest in narrative (as a mode of sense-making) will naturally increase.  
 	 Some of the interest in narrative may also be distinctly tied to cultural values and 
trends.  Just as the culture and personality emphasis in anthropology developed as an 
American tradition, the interest in narrative as a way of addressing subjective individual 
experience may be an expression of American individualism.  Kristin Langellier (2001) 
particularly noted a memoir boom which reflected a popular interest in personal stories 
alongside the development of therapeutic culture and "identity" movements in the U.S. 
which encouraged the exploration of individual selves as contemporaneous with the 
narrative turn in the social sciences.   
 	 Understanding narrative as a mode of thought in contrast to the logico-scientific 
mode helps to explain influences of the narrative turn as well as general trends and 
concerns of narrative analysis.  However, since the narrative turn has affected so many 
diverse fields, methods of analysis have not followed a cohesive trajectory of 
development.  A variety of perspectives, theoretical orientations and research 
objectives have been applied to the realm of narrative analysis, including quantitative 
methods, which reflect logico-scientific concerns. 
 	 Roberto Franzosi (2012) demonstrates an application of quantitative analysis by 
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parsing newspaper articles down into "story grammar" units based on subject-verb-
object sequences.  These sequences are entered into a computer database along with 
relevant attributes, and a special data analysis software program created by Franzosi 
allows researchers to assess the frequency of characters, actions, and attributes which 
are then used to generate graphs to compare the frequency of particular sequences.  
This technical quantitative analysis allows researchers to process large sections of 
data, but remains largely dependent on the analytical software tool and the 
researchers' transposition of newspaper text into appropriate story grammar units.  Nor 
can it address the subjective significance of details in the context of each story. 
 	 On the other end of the spectrum, Arthur Frank (2012) describes a qualitative 
approach, which he calls “discursive analysis.”  Rather than providing a sequence of 
methodological steps, this perspective provides a set of principles which inform this 
approach.  The goal of discursive analysis is to set narratives in conversation with one 
another, so they are left intact to speak for themselves as the researcher weaves them 
together through an analytic commentary.  Questions suggested by this approach 
focus on the dialogic context of narratives and the voices they represent.   The 
researcher's familiarity with the broader body of data allows him to select material 
appropriate to represent the discussion, a process which Frank terms "practicing 
phronesis."  This perspective also emphasizes a lack of conclusive presentation since 
published analyses should continue and inform an ongoing conversation of narratives 
rather than finalize it. 
 	 While Franzosi and Frank appear to represent opposite ends of a 
methodological spectrum, within the realm of narrative analysis they share some 
methodological choices, including the choice to focus on narratives as objects of 
study.  Although Frank emphasizes questions of context and voice, his example of 
applying dialogic analysis to illness narratives focused on developing thematic 
categories to identify the narratives.  Even Franzosi's quantitative analysis focuses on 
questions of content, which he deals with by restructuring the texts of newspaper 
articles into the strictly defined story grammar units, which can be analyzed by the 
computer program.  This focus on thematic concerns and narratives as an object of 
study is not shared by all narrative researchers.  Not only can objects of study expand 
beyond narrative text to the interactional processes and social phenomena which 
surround it, the definition of narrative itself may be called into question.  

 
Problems of Narrative Research 
 	 Although much of narrative analysis has focused on personal accounts gathered 
through interviews or observed in conversations, the definition of narrative can be quite 
broad.  Chase noted that among qualitative researchers "any prosaic data (as opposed 
to close-ended or short-answer data)" might be considered narrative (2005: 651).  
Polkinghorne also contested the equivocal use of "narrative" among social scientists, 
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emphasizing in his own work a definition of narrative as "texts that are thematically 
organized by plots" (1995: 5).   
 	 Narratives might include short anecdotes about characters or events, extended 
accounts of significant life events, or entire life histories.  They may be oral or written, 
as well as implicit or researcher-constructed.  They may be elicited intentionally 
through interviews or appear in responses that fail to conform to interview 
expectations.  They may occur naturally in everyday conversations or exist as 
specialized performance events.  This definitional inclusivity has contributed to the 
wide variety of methods of narrative analysis.   As narrative researchers articulate a 
narrative definition suitable for their research purposes, they also determine the type of 
data they will use and appropriate methods of collection.  These methods in turn reflect 
the interests and biases of the researchers. While it may be tempting to suggest that a 
single definition of narrative be applied in all cases of narrative research, excluding 
broader definitions from the field may also exclude creative applications of narrative 
research.   
 	 Martha Feldman and Julka Almquist (2012) present two methods of narrative 
research that use narrative as an analytical tool rather than an object of study.  In one 
method, “rhetorical analysis” identifies unstated assumptions by identifying 
oppositions and constructing syllogisms in institutional narratives.  In this case, the text 
itself does not necessarily begin in a narrative state, but researchers identify an 
underlying narrative as part of the analysis.  Likewise, their “narrative network analysis” 
takes action processes (such as parking a car at a state park), describing it in narrative 
form and then generating a visual representation of these actions via a network chart.  
Researchers then use these charts to consider implicit values and assumptions of the 
process and draft possible alternatives.  This method relies on a loose definition of 
narrative as a chronological ordering of events to achieve a goal, eschewing the 
character-driven intentionality and emotional involvement which others have identified 
as key components of narrative (De Fina and Georgakopoulou 2011).  However, by 
using narrative as a tool of analysis rather than an object of study, they demonstrate 
the sense-making use of the narrative paradigm.  Anthropologists might also find this 
method of narrative network analysis useful in understanding cultural rhythms and 
process patterns observed during ethnographic research.  
 	 The definition of narratives is only one of many factors that narrative researchers 
must consider in their methodological approach.  Anna De Fina and Alexandra 
Georgakopoulou (2011) recommend identifying approaches by considering the 
methodological choices researchers must make, including the (1) object of analysis, (2) 
quantitative or qualitative orientation, (3) methods of data collection, (4) types of data, 
and (5) focus of analysis.  All of these choices are interrelated and will be determined 
based on the researcher's theoretical orientation and research goals.  They also reflect 
the larger research process surrounding narrative analysis.   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 	 Working with oral narratives of personal experience, Catherine Riessman (1993) 
suggests that the narrative process begins with an experience that becomes narrative 
through noticing, reflecting and telling.  The narrative must then be recorded, 
transcribed, analyzed, and presented for publication.  The narrative researcher may not 
be able to include the noticing and reflecting activities within their methodological 
scope, either because they are not present for these events or because they choose to 
study narratives which do not rely on personal experience.  Instead, the researcher's 
process of analysis begins with decisions regarding the object of study and definitions 
of narrative.  From there, researchers must determine whether to elicit data in 
interviews, record it in natural contexts or locate it in other sources such as memoirs, 
published articles, media interviews or internet forums.   
 	 The technology available for collecting narrative data may also affect trends in 
research as they draw attention to new aspects of narrative data or facilitate particular 
orientations.  Brenda Farnell and Laura Graham (forthcoming) suggest that the use of 
new tape recording technology influenced the development of the discourse-centered 
movement.  When researchers no longer had to collect data by manually writing 
transcripts, asking narrators to stop frequently and repeat their exact words, they were 
able to give greater attention to the context and interaction of natural narrative and 
discourse forms.  As new technologies develop, narrative research will also expand its 
scope to make use of new media.  
 	 Francesca Polletta (2012) analyzes the use of narratives within web forum 
contexts to consider their use in supporting arguments.  As a new medium of study, 
internet forums have the advantage of providing text-based data which does not 
require transcription, yet functions in a dialogic interaction.  This allows researchers to 
assess not only the narrative text itself, but also its function within the context of the 
larger discussion to see when it is used and what reactions its use receives.  In 
addition, forums such as the one which Polletta studied often have search features that 
researchers can use to identify relevant posts based on key words.  Polletta used this 
function to search for references to stories so that she could analyze discussions about 
stories as well as the narratives themselves.  Thus her analysis considered not only the 
content and function of narratives identified within the forum through thematic coding 
and context analysis, but also analyzed the cultural perception of narrative and its 
epistemological value based on other comments.  
 	 For elicited data, the structure of interviews and the types of questions asked 
will affect the narrative production.  Although researchers may need to shift their 
interview styles to rely more on open ended questions, Chase (2005) notes that 
sometimes narrative data results not from questions asked but from unanticipated 
interruptions to the interview processes as the interviewee provides a longer story in 
response to a short answer question.  Narrative researchers should prepare to 
recognize such moments and encourage them rather than attempt to draw narrators 
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back to the prepared topics.  Even when interviewers attempt to elicit longer narratives, 
they must be sensitive to the interviewee’s expectations regarding appropriate 
interview responses and appropriate narrative constructions.  Greater familiarity with 
the interviewee's culture or social group can also lead researchers to better insights on 
how to engage available narrative resources and cultural expectations to elicit narrative 
production. Researchers must also recognize their own biases and assumptions in 
regards to appropriate narrative production which can affect the type of narrative they 
attempt to elicit, as well as their openness to recognizing the value of narrative 
productions which do not fit the expected patterns.   
 	 Once data has been collected, researchers must also prepare material for 
analysis by determining the boundaries of narrative units.  These choices may depend 
on narrative definitions to identify the initial and final markers of narratives.  However, 
the object of study and narrative lens used will also affect the extent to which 
researchers attend to situational context of narrative production.  Transcriptions can be 
used to show or hide interactions which surround and infuse the narrative act, 
reflecting whether the researcher perceives the interview and narrative elicitation as an 
interactive event or focuses on a de-contextualized data set.  As researchers transcribe 
recorded materials for analysis, they inevitably lose aspects of context and 
performance.  Thus, Riessman (1993) emphasizes the importance of transcription 
choices which will affect the resulting analysis.  These choices also affect the 
presentation of narrative data in ways that can further limit or enhance the "voice" of 
the original narrative.  For example, arranging a transcription into lines and stanzas 
based on prosodic features can demonstrate order and create sense that otherwise 
might be lost.   
 	 Researchers have significant power to control the presentation of narratives as 
well as their interpretations for readers.  Given the emphasis among narrative 
researchers on the value of the subjective and particular, approaches to presentation 
should reflect this concern.  Chase (2005) addresses this concern with her discussion 
of "voice", noting three approaches that researchers have taken in writing about 
narrative work.  Many researchers present data through an authoritative voice as they 
interpret narratives and discuss underlying meanings.  In some cases, this may 
diminish the subjective authority of the original narrator as a researcher paraphrases 
and summarizes narratives rather than allowing them to speak for themselves.  In other 
cases, the authoritative voice may add useful context and articulate insights about the 
narrative while sections of the quoted narrative allow readers to form possible 
alternative interpretations (Chase 2005, Riessman 1997).  Other researchers use a 
supportive voice as they provide some contextual information and description of 
research procedures, but ultimately emphasize the voice of the narrative itself.  This 
approach reflects the larger interest in subjective authority by using narrative research 
to empower participants.  Finally, Chase (2005) describes the interactive voice of 
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researchers who engage in reflexive analysis by incorporating their own stories 
alongside those of research participants.   
 	 Concerns with narrative voice reflect the value given to the subjective and 
particular which narrative epistemology suggests.  Likewise, methods of data 
collection, preparation, and analysis will reflect the analytical paradigms of researchers 
just as much as their object of analysis and the types of data they choose to utilize.   
While some methods pay more attention to these concerns than others, they represent 
a dominant perspective within the narrative turn and affect other choices made 
throughout the research process.  !
Categories of Narrative Methods  
 	 In order to provide a framework for understanding the methodological 
relationships between different approaches to narrative analysis, previous publications 
have created a number of categorical systems.  Riessman (2008) divided approaches 
into thematic, structural, and dialogic/performance methods.  Thematic approaches 
focus on narrative content to reflect social or individual meanings, while structural 
approaches focus on narrative construction, breaking transcripts down into clauses 
and stanzas to identify their function and organization.  Dialogic/performance analysis 
draws from both thematic and structural methods, but focuses more on the context 
and social function of narrative acts.  Riessman’s distinction between thematic and 
structural approaches reflects a choice of focus of analysis while dialogic/performance 
analysis adds a distinction of object of analysis.  Thus, Riessman’s categories are 
useful for distinguishing between some of the methodological choices made in 
narrative analysis, but do not necessarily encompass the whole spectrum of narrative 
methods. 
 	 Chase (2005) provided another categorization by identifying five lenses which 
inform narrative approaches: (1) narrative as a form a discourse, (2) narrative as verbal 
action, (3) narrative as a dependent variable of social context, (4) narrative as socially 
situated interactive performance, and (5) presentation of research as narrative.  Since 
these lenses do not represent distinct methodological approaches, Chase also 
described five major approaches:  (1) a psychological approach concerned with the 
relationship between individuals' life stories and their psychosocial development, (2) a 
sociological approach concerned with identity work accomplished through narrative 
performance, (3) a sociological approach centered around intensive interviews 
concerned with the interactional process of sense-making and self-presentation, (4) an 
anthropological narrative ethnography which approaches narrative as human 
encounter by incorporating the reflexive perspective of the researcher, and (5) an 
autoethnographic approach focused on narratives about the researcher.   
 	 The psychological approach can be illustrated with Dan McAdams' (2012) 
discussion of thematic methods relevant to the field of psychology, using personal 
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narratives to examine aspects of individual identity and personality.  This method takes 
an experimental approach where narratives are elicited through interview and coded for 
thematic data (including elements of topic and plot) before hypotheses are tested by 
correlating thematic patterns with other psychological assessment tools.  While the 
methods discussed include qualitative studies to develop initial hypotheses and 
quantitative studies to test those hypotheses, these stages fit within a cohesive 
experimental process.  This approach exemplifies Chase's (2005) description of the 
psychology approach to narrative analysis by pairing narrative analysis with 
psychological assessment tests to determine relationships. 
 	 Several examples illustrate the sociological concern with identity work and the 
interactional sense-making process.  Michael Bamberg (2012) presents a narrative 
practice perspective based on the premises that narratives are interactive, are 
performed with expressive body language, create referential worlds, follow culturally 
recognized patterns, have a purpose within the interactive context, and reveal identity 
claims of the speaker.  Bamberg's example of analysis focuses on identity navigation 
and the cultural expectations that shape identity narratives.  Rather than analyzing a 
narrative text, his example centers on a process of attempting to create an identity 
narrative in the context of media interviews and FBI interrogations with a man who did 
not remember his childhood.  Because of the lack of memory, the man's responses did 
not conform to the socially expected form of identity narrative, and the interview 
transcripts demonstrate the efforts of journalists and investigators to compensate for 
this lack and assist the man in creating an appropriate narrative.  Thus the analysis is 
less about the narrative itself and more about the cultural expectations for narratives 
revealed through the failed narrative and the process of attempting to elicit an 
acceptable narrative. 
 	 Amy Shuman (2012) analyzes narrative interaction surrounding trauma narratives 
using the example of a Cameroonian woman who sought political asylum in the United 
States.  Like Bamberg's narrative practice perspective, this analysis centers on the 
process of creating an acceptable narrative.  However, this approach focuses more on 
the use of narrative to establish footing and to achieve the desired goal.  Shuman 
attends to issues of tellability, narrative ownership, authority, and footing, highlighting 
the competing perspectives of narrator and audience to show how each aspect 
advances or hinders the narrator's purpose of achieving asylum.  The analysis looks at 
elements of content such as use of genres and reported speech, as well as contextual 
factors such as the supporting intertextuality of other accounts that enhance the 
believability of the Cameroonian woman's positioning.   
 	 The main difference between the two sociological approaches Chase suggests 
seems to rely on the context of the narrative interaction and the topical focus.  One 
approach focuses on the way that social context and social institutions shape narrative 
form and content, such as the way domestic violence support groups create formula 
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stories that reflect the organizational values.  The other approach uses intensive 
interviews focused on specific aspects of experience to understand how individuals 
perform identity and make sense of experiences.  The examples from Bamberg and 
Shuman both discuss concerns with meeting cultural or institutional expectations for 
narrative forms and both also emphasize the interactional process of creating narrative 
and shaping identity.  Since neither uses the broader sampling suggested in Chase’s 
examples, so categorizing them within Chase’s suggested approaches might be 
inappropriate. 
 	 The example of Tamar Katriel’s (2012) analysis of personal stories in public 
forums such as museum tours, call-in radio shows and political action projects in Israel 
may also reflect the sociological approach focused on social context.  Her analysis 
focuses on the interaction between personal stories and cultural narratives, showing 
how they support or challenge one another.  To accomplish this, Katriel approaches 
narrative from an ethnography of speaking perspective.  This approach views 
storytelling as speech acts that can be analyzed based on Dell Hymes’ (1972) heuristic 
framework with attention to elements of the SPEAKING acronym: Setting, Participants, 
Ends, Act, Key, Instrument, Norms and Genre.   
 	 Anthropologists may find the narrative ethnography used by Ray Cashman 
(2012) appealingly familiar.  Cashman uses an ethnographic approach to discuss the 
role of storytelling within a particular social context.  This approach describes a typical 
social event, drawing on a broader knowledge of interpersonal relationships, cultural 
values, and social rhythms as well as broader political affiliations and context to explain 
the use of storytelling to challenge, compete and even alleviate tensions within the 
social group.  Cashman also demonstrates the reflexivity Chase describes by 
discussing the effect of his own assumptions and actions on the stories told during an 
interview. 
 	 Andrew Sparkes and Brett Smith discuss embodied narratives through 
autoethnography, which the authors briefly describe as using "evocative forms of 
representation to produce highly personalized and revealing texts in which they tell 
stories about their own lived experiences" (2012: 57).  Their content focuses on 
concerns regarding the role of researchers' physical and emotional reactions within the 
research process, which they view as a tool for understanding participant narratives.  
Because the body expresses experiences which the researcher has not consciously 
articulated, authors discuss the need for reflection during fieldwork to remain in tune 
with these reactions and the effect they might have on research.  Because of its use of 
autoethnography, this example also represents the self-reflexive lens discussed by 
Chase (2005) where narrative researchers themselves become the storytellers and their 
accounts open to analysis.  As with Frank’s (2012) discursive analysis perspective, 
autoethnography often leaves accounts of the researchers' experiences open-ended 
rather than providing a conclusive analysis, a trend to which Sparkes and Smith 
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adhere. 
 	 Although Chase’s lenses and the approaches she describes provide an 
additional perspective and framework for understanding various practices of narrative 
inquiry, they are not intended to be comprehensive or exhaustive.  Understanding 
methodological frameworks can help to sort through the plethora of methodological 
options, but these should be understood as guides rather than strict categories.  Some 
examples of narrative research may not fit exactly within one approach while others 
may use different analytical tools to address similar goals.   
 	 From a linguistic perspective, Michele Koven (2012) focuses on identifying three 
speaker roles within conversational narratives transcribed from interviews.  These roles 
include the "narrator" which reports events, the "interlocutor" which evaluates those 
events, and the "character" which performs reported speech.  Roles may overlap in 
segments to form dual roles, such as character-interlocutor which uses reported 
speech to provide evaluation.  Bolded, italicized, or underlined text shows the division 
of roles within the transcribed text.  Clauses can be tallied with respect to the speaker 
roles they represent and compared in quantitative analysis as well as qualitatively 
assessed as Koven discusses the narrator's intentionality in using these various roles.  
Similar in its concern with interaction and self-presentation to the sociological 
perspectives, the reliance on linguistic textual analysis is reminiscent of the Labovian 
model.  Koven's model also incorporates aspects of both qualitative and quantitative 
analysis and falls within Riessman’s dialogic/performance category due to its emphasis 
on the social function of the narrative performance.  
 	 In contrast to the general focus on personal stories and individual identities, 
Donileen Loseke (2012) analyzes formula stories that create culturally shared 
typifications or archetypes which function as templates for understanding and 
interacting with unfamiliar individuals.  Formula stories appear in the public domain and 
include stories of individuals used to represent or typify larger groups as well as non-
narrative forms such as character descriptions and lists.  Analysis requires 
understanding of the social context which determines the narrative's purpose or intent; 
close reading of texts with attention to characters, plot, morals, emotions and 
audience; categorizing character descriptions; and analyzing the symbolic and 
emotional codes which allow members of a shared culture to make sense of and relate 
to formula stories. 
 	 Elinor Ochs and Lisa Capps (2001) proposed 5 dimensions for narrative analysis: 
tellership, tellability, embeddedness, linearity and moral stance.  With respect to these 
dimensions, the personal experience narratives traditionally studied from the 
psychological perspective tend to feature one active teller, high tellability, detachment 
from context, linear temporal and causal organization and a constant moral stance.  
However, in other contexts narratives may have multiple co-tellers, low tellability, 
embedded relationships to social context, open temporal and causal order and 
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uncertain or fluid moral stance.  For anthropologists dealing with other cultures or 
nontraditional narratives, attention to these 5 dimensions may better reflect the reality 
of narrative creation and use.  Researchers can also use these dimensions to analyze 
the effect of social context and cultural conventions on narrative construction and 
performance and vice versa.  Ochs and Capps particularly emphasize the collaborative 
creation of conversational narratives, seeing these narratives as not only a sense-
making tool but moreover a social activity which builds community.   !
A Collection of Interdisciplinary Perspectives 
 	 In order to demonstrate the diversity of approaches to narrative analysis, James 
Holstein and Jaber Gubrium (2012) collected perspectives from the fields of 
psychology, folklore, sociology, linguistics, communication, health sciences and public 
management.  In this collection, they applied a loose system of organization based 
primarily on the general object of study: "Analyzing Stories" focuses on the narratives 
themselves as objects of study, "Analyzing Storytelling" shifts the focus of analysis to 
the context of social interaction, and a final category of "Analyzing Stories in Society" 
focuses on the broader cultural assumptions and social influences which surround 
narratives.  Within these general categories, they juxtaposed examples which 
emphasized the diversity of approaches available to narrative analysis, allowing each 
perspective to stand on its own with its own theoretical background and methodology.   
 	 Examples of the "Analyzing Stories" section generally fall under Riessman’s 
category of thematic analysis (2008), including Frank’s dialogical narrative analysis, 
Franzosi’s quantitative narrative analysis, McAdams’ psychological approach, and 
Sparkes and Smith’s autoethnography (Holstein & Gubrium, 2012).  In contrast, the 
second section on "Analyzing Storytelling" correlates best with Riessman’s dialogic/
performance analysis category with its focus on the context of social interaction.  From 
this perspective, narratives are constructed within social settings and used to achieve 
particular goals.  Therefore, these methods of analysis pay particular attention to the 
interactions and intentions that surround the process of narrative production.  These 
include Bamberg’s analysis of narrative practice, Shuman’s analysis of narrative 
interaction, Koven’s concern with speaker roles, and Cashman’s ethnographic 
approach. 
 	 The final category, "Analyzing Stories in Society" focuses on the relationship 
between narrative and its cultural context.  In some cases, the content of the narratives 
is used to analyze the society they reflect, while in others analysis focuses on the way 
that cultural narratives and values shape the creation and use of individual stories.  The 
cultural emphasis of this section may be particularly interesting to anthropologists.  
However, this section also contains some of the least traditional definitions of narrative 
in its analyses.  It includes Feldman and Almquist’s (2012) rhetorical analysis and 
narrative network analysis along with Loseke’s analysis of formula stories, Polletta’s 
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(2012) analysis of web forum stories and Katriel’s (2012) analysis of personal 
experience stories in public arenas.  
 	 Narrative research is not new to anthropologists.  Sociocultural and linguistic 
anthropologists have attended to narratives since the early 1900s when 
anthropologists collected life histories and mythologies as sources of cultural data.  As 
anthropologists such as Margaret Mead and Ruth Benedict became interested in 
culture and personality, attention shifted to individual personalities developing within a 
cultural context and life histories were used as a way of accessing the insider's 
perspective (Chase 2005).   Chase emphasizes the connection between 
anthropologists and reflexive approaches to narrative research through methods of 
narrative ethnography and autoethnography which explore the intersubjectivity 
between researchers' and participants' narratives.  However, Mattingly and Garro 
(2000) suggest that the current narrative turn in the human sciences has influenced 
anthropology by bringing more attention to the form and context of narratives, how 
they function and how they create meaning for those who use them.  True to the 
subjective emphasis of the narrative turn, narrative interest among medical 
anthropologists may reflect a humanizing process in the medical field through which 
researchers bring individual people as characters to the center of stories rather than 
diseases.     
 	 Narrative as a sense-making paradigm has great potential for research 
applications in the social sciences as evidenced by the wide variety of methods already 
developed for narrative analysis.  While the diversity of methodological approaches 
may be intimidating, understanding the choices being made with regard to object of 
analysis, orientation, data collection, focus of study, and narrative lens can help us 
recognize trends in narrative analysis and identify useful methods.  Narrative analysis 
draws its strength from the potential breadth of application.  While Holstein and 
Gubrium (2012) caution researchers against attempting to mix and match methods 
without careful consideration of the theoretical background, their strategy of 
juxtaposing diverse approaches alongside one another can inspire researchers to learn 
new techniques or understand familiar methods in new ways.  Greater interdisciplinary 
dialogue and collaboration surrounding a common interest in the value of the narrative 
paradigm will continue to encourage a pooling of diverse perspectives and a creative 
environment for developing research.  Anthropologists especially can contribute to 
narrative methodology by challenging ethnocentric assumptions about narrative 
construction and social function.  Simultaneously identifying core cross-cultural 
elements of narrative can also provide usable frameworks for analysis similar to Ochs 
and Capps’ (2001) suggested narrative dimensions. 
 	 The concern for understanding the world through the lenses of the subjective 
and particular, which narrative studies represent, is already prevalent in anthropological 
research.  As we continue to pursue familiar methodological approaches and 
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paradigms, awareness of similar trends in other disciplines should challenge our 
thinking and encourage us to share insights with our academic neighbors.   

!
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Abstract 

Zooarchaeology is a growing multidisciplinary field, which can answer questions 
about the relationship of humans and other animals and its effects on the environment. 
There are significant advantages to studying faunal data over other types of 
assemblages. First, bones allow for a culture-free taxonomy where there is little 
question of use. Second, faunal data from the past can be matched to species that still 
exist in the modern day. The latter especially, allows for the use of middle range theory 
or the ability to create a controlled experiment with living systems based on general 
principles. The biases in the methods of zooarchaeology can affect interpretation of 
human activity, therefore taphonomy, recovery, identification, and choice of 
quantification methods should be taken into account. Each of these methods should 
be standardized and tailored to a specific research question. Also I believe with the 
help of ethnoarchaeology we can increase awareness and even reduce some of the 
biases in zooarchaeology. 

Keywords: Zooarchaeology, ethnoarchaeology, methods
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Human beings have interacted with other animals for millions of years as 
evidenced in the archaeological record. Animals have been an important part of daily 
life in the past and continue to be indispensable today. Some of the daily uses of 
animals included nutrition, companion pets, and domesticated animals as labor. Parts 
of animals such as the hide, hair, and elements can be useful in everyday life to create 
clothing, tools, shelter, ornaments, and traps. By-products of animals can be used for 
fertilizer, fuel, building material, oils, and glue (Reitz and Wing 2008). To gain a better 
understanding of the interactions between humans and other animals and their 
relationship with the environment, archaeologists study animal remains from 
archaeological sites, which is referred to as zooarchaeology (Peres 2010).  
 	 The focus of this paper is to examine the ways in which zooarchaeologists 
analyze the faunal record to produce interpretations about exploitation practices. First, 
I will justify using animal bones to suggest human activity and exploitation. Second, I 
will discuss some of the environmental and cultural issues that can affect our data, as 
well as biases that archaeologists themselves can cause, such as use of recovery and 
identification techniques. Last, I would like to provide a critique of specific quantifying 
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methods used in faunal analysis, while providing examples of how using these 
methods may produce different interpretations based on the same assemblage. The 
quantification methods I will include are the most common in zooarchaeology; they 
consist of NISP, MNI, and bone weight. The methods within zooarchaeology can allow 
for several types of biases in interpretation, both controllable and uncontrollable to the 
archaeologist.  These variable interpretations may be stabilized by the strict 
standardization of taphonomic studies, recovery, identification, use of multiple 
quantification methods for comparison and the increase in use of ethnoarchaeology to 
objectively observe living systems.

Why Do Zooarchaeologists Study Faunal Material?  
 	 To begin discussion of the methods of zooarchaeology, it is beneficial to answer 
the question of why archaeologists study faunal material. There are two advantages of 
using animal bone to gain insights about the past, which are that bones are not man-
made and faunal species used in the distant past are frequently still present in modern 
day (Binford 1978). The initial advantage of using animal remains to suggest human 
activity is that man did not create bones; therefore we can create a culture-free 
taxonomy of bones. In other words, there are no cultural influences that would affect 
the taxonomy because human beings did not create the animal bone themselves. This 
fact allows one to conclude with certainty that any variability in frequency or 
anatomical parts must be due to the dynamics of their use (Binford 1978). The human 
role in the placement of faunal assemblages is to partition, segment, and differentially 
distribute animal bone. There is little question that these activities reflect human use.  
 	 The second advantage of faunal analysis is the presence today of many of the 
same species exploited in the past. Processes of exploitation are also still available for 
observation. According to Binford (1978), archaeologists can calculate food utility of 
various anatomical parts by studying their representativeness in modern species. We 
can directly observe the link between behavior and archaeological by-product. This 
allows for a meaningful point of reference and also a chance for controlled 
experimental research, which in turn gave rise to Binford’s middle range theory. Faunal 
material is beneficial to the archaeologist due to the ability to conduct experiments that 
determine factors such as food value, where with artifacts such as stone tools, it would 
much more difficult to know their exact value and use (Binford 1978).  
 	 Even though these advantages existed, a frustrated Binford still longed to give 
meaning and find causal relationships between assemblages and human usage in a 
theoretical fashion. In light of his frustrations he created middle range theory, which 
supported the understanding of relationships in terms of general principles. To conduct 
middle range research was to study living systems in the contemporary world. The 
documentation of living systems allows for systematic control of both the dynamics 
and the static derivatives that are observed (Binford 1981). In other words, one can 
observe the actions of a person as well as the artifact or animal bone in a controlled 
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fashion. Important to middle range research in the contemporary world is that it allows 
for the development of criteria for signature patterns, which will be more visible to the 
archaeologist when he or she is looking at an actual assemblage (Binford 1981). 
Ethnoarchaeology is extremely successful with faunal data due to the large number of 
species still accessible in the modern world. In this paper, I will argue that it is 
important for zooarchaeology to use middle range research to its advantage because it 
allows for observation, control of variables, testability, and an affinity to minimize 
biases in the archaeological record.  

Taphonomy  
 	 “Taphonomy is the study of the transition, in all details, of organics from the 
biosphere into the lithosphere or the geological record” (Lyman 1994:1). Taphonomy is 
the analysis of how, in our case, animal bones become embedded into the 
archaeological record including all the environmental and cultural processes that affect 
the burial. It is important to study taphonomic processes because recovered 
assemblages do not include all material that was originally deposited. Comprehension 
of these laws allows one to indirectly observe what was lost and prevent possible 
biases in interpretation (Peres 2010).  

Natural and Environmental Biases 
 	 There are both intrinsic and extrinsic characteristics that affect the process of 
decay of bone (Henderson 1987). Differential preservation is highly variable between 
faunal assemblages depending on how the animal died, osteological characteristics, 
and the local environment (Lyman 1994). Intrinsic characteristics of the bone itself 
influence how well the bone will preserve, which includes bone density, maturity, 
shape, age, and size of the animal. These factors can allow for either an increased or 
decreased probability of survival (Peres 2010). Bone density patterns are consistent 
within species of similar morphology, which makes it testable and more predictable 
(Lam and Pearson 2005). This predictability has attracted many zooarchaeologists to 
document bone density in numerous taxa in an attempt to standardize the methods to 
be used as a measurement for destruction of bones. Examples of bones with a high 
density are cranial and foot elements, which have a better chance of survival. These 
elements are considered low utility, meaning they have a lack of meat and marrow. A 
large amount of low utility bone may cause a zooarchaeologist to interpret an 
assemblage as used by a group who scavenges and is not capable of obtaining high 
utility elements. Elements with a high utility contain more meat and marrow and 
therefore are more desirable to a hunter. Research on this topic shows that scavenging 
is most likely not the case, but that low utility bones have a higher density or ability to 
survive. Archaeologists also have difficulty identifying shaft bones, which causes 
uncertainty in the data set (Lam and Pearson 2005).  
 	 Bone density can also affect age profiles. Adult teeth and bones are more likely 
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to survive due to higher densities, which may skew the age profile and one’s 
interpretations (Lam and Pearson 2005). Utilization of younger animals may be more 
prevalent than the profile suggests. Bone density may also affect species 
representation in an assemblage. For example, small and thin bones of fish with low 
density may disappear from a site. Another important intrinsic factor that affects 
preservation of bone is its internal chemistry. Organic areas of bone are automatically 
subject to hydrolysis of protein to peptides. Even though this process is slow, it causes 
destruction and break down into amino acids. Inorganic material of bone also breaks 
down by severing the bond between proteins and minerals, which cause decay by both 
internal and external elements (Henderson 1987).  
 	 Not only are bones affected by intrinsic factors, but extrinsic aspects cause 
differential preservation as well, such as exposure to certain types of soil and 
weathering. The fluctuation of soil from wet to dry is incredibly destructive to all 
osseous material (Lyman 1979). Extremes of soil pH cause accelerated destruction and 
deterioration of bone material. Weathering such as temperature change and erosion 
may cause bones to deteriorate if exposed.  Buried bones have a lesser chance of 
being affected by weathering, which could mean that bones disposed of in a trash pit 
or buried by a dog may have a better chance of survival. Possible effects of weathering 
on bones can include open cracks, large splinters, fibrous texture, rounded edges, 
color change, and exfoliation of outer surface (Lyman 1994). If animal bone is buried, it 
may suffer from root etching. Root etching occurs when the bone is deposited near 
dense plant roots. The acid associated with the growth and decay of the plant is 
etched on the bone. According to Binford, bones with root etching look like they have a 
“decorative macaroni type motif” (1981: 49). Lyman (1994) describes the pattern as 
dendritic. Before knowledge of root etching was available, the dendritic markings were 
interpreted as an ancient art style (Binford 1981). This acutely biased interpretation is a 
clear cut example of why it is important to standardize taphonomic processes. All 
archaeologists should not only be thoroughly trained in taphonomic studies, but also 
continue educating themselves to current discoveries in the subject to increase the 
probability of reliable interpretations.  
 	 Extrinsic agents in the natural environment also disrupt or change the 
preservation processes. Insects and microscopic organisms are two small agents one 
would not generally think of as capable of modifying large bones, but as Lyman (1994) 
notes they do cause damage. Insects such as, termites, moth larvae, and beetles can 
create grooves and scratches in bone that could be interpreted as human markings if 
taphonomic knowledge is not available to the zooarchaeologist. Another surprising 
culprit in bone destruction is herbivores, particularly ungulates, which gnaw on bones 
and antlers. The result of side to side graze- like chewing may be mistaken as use of 
human tools (Lyman 1994).  
 	 A more commonly studied agent of bone modification is dogs or wolves. First, 
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studies show that most carnivores disarticulate other animals in a consistent sequence 
from head to front leg to rear leg, which effects how the bone is spatially deposited. 
Canines show four specific types of tooth markings on bones as well, which allow 
them to be distinguished from human modified cut or butcher marks (Binford 1981). 
These four types of tooth marks include punctures, pits, scores, and furrows. 
Puncturing, pitting, and furrowing are very typical of dogs and wolves and are made by 
digging teeth directly into the bone or the scratching of carnassial teeth respectively. 
Scoring can be confused with human cut marks because the dragging of teeth along 
the bone resembles stone tool cut marks. Scoring differs in that it follows the contour 
of the bone, while cut marks do not. Dogs and wolves break bones in a distinct way by 
chewing on soft spongy parts first, while also removing splinters to lick out marrow 
(Binford 1981). This strategy is not seen in humans. The extensive study of canines is 
significant to zooarchaeology because they live and scavenge near human groups. Yet 
future research should be directed at other carnivores, such as cats or bears. These 
animals may also have tooth mark or disarticulation patterns different from dogs and 
may carry essential information for our interpretations of diet and human modification 
of animal bone. To study further the way animals change bone, we should examine live 
animals on a long-term basis and observe specific behaviors. An example of the 
observation of live animals was done by Jeske and Kuznar (2001), who observed how 
dogs dug certain pits, which may have previously been thought to be dug by humans 
at archaeological sites. The evidence of systematic dog pit digging could influence our 
interpretations just as examining tooth marks by dogs can change our ideas about 
what human modification is. 

Cultural Transforms 
 	 Humans affect the way animal material is deposited in different ways than do 
natural transforms. These are known as Cultural Transforms (Schiffer 1976). If one’s 
interpretations are based on subsistence and diet, the first aspect that affects deposit 
is what people choose to eat. People choose what to eat based on belief systems, 
social organization, food preferences, and taboos. These define both animals they 
choose and do not choose (Peres 2010). After food choices are made, the hunter 
decides which parts of the animal have a high utility and are to be brought back to the 
residential area, especially if the animal is large and not possible to be brought back in 
full. Skeletal elements with the largest amount of usable meat will most likely be 
chosen, which include proximal limb bones (Emerson 1993). Distal limb bones and 
other elements with a low amount of usable meat will be left at the kill site (Lyman 
1994). Although this signature seems to be correct, Lam and Pearson (2005) have said 
that cranial and foot elements are more likely to be found due to their high density even 
though they carry a low utility as far as meat and marrow are concerned. Does this 
mean that individuals are not bringing back high utility parts, since the high value items 
are actually not found as often as the low are? This may also be due to the failure of 
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the archaeologist to identify shaft bones.  
 	 Lastly when talking about cultural transforms, food processing and disposal 
have significant effects on how bone becomes deposited.  Human modification of 
bone is systematic and easily discriminated from other animal or environmental 
processes that act upon the element. Humans tend to dismember animals in 
consistent fashions, which Binford (1981) describes in great detail.  For example, all 
groups separate the head and the neck between the occipital condyle and the atlas 
vertebra. Butchering marks are relatively similar in the same manner across groups. To 
qualify as a human-made butcher mark there must be repetition between specimens at 
the same locations and an anatomical reason for a particular mark. These marks were 
observed by Binford (1981) in systematically the same anatomical hotspots. Some of 
these hotspots include the distal femur, metatarsals, and thoracic vertebrae. One issue 
with Binford’s conclusions on dismemberment and butcher marks was that his 
research questions while working with the Nunamiut of Alaska were not focused 
specifically on these topics. Therefore, he may not have collected all relevant detail on 
the matter. On the other hand, differential butchering between species may causes 
biases, where discarding choices may be unequal in nature (Gilbert and Singer 1982). 
The last step before deposit depends on the disposal practices of the group. The 
discard of trash at the location of activity results in a primary refuse (Meadow 1980: 
66). These types of deposits will allow archaeologists to find articulated and 
articulatable elements. Loss of bones in this case takes place when activity is located 
away from the residential area, such as a kill site. Removal of trash from its original 
area into a dumping location also causes variability in interpretation. It is more difficult 
to determine specific activities because bones and other trash become mixed 
(Meadow 1980).  
Controllable Biases of the Archaeologist 
 	 Not only are there environmental and cultural biases, there are biases that the 
archaeologists themselves can create. Biases by archaeologists are able to be 
mitigated by careful recovery methods and skillful identification. Decisions made by the 
archaeologist on recovery procedures directly affect quality, quantity, and type of 
samples obtained (Peres 2010). If one wants to obtain a representative sample, a small 
mesh size should be used when screening, particularly 1 millimeter mesh sieve. Some 
archaeologists may believe this method to be time consuming and expensive, but 
without it one could miss out on bones from fish, reptiles, and insects. The 
archaeologist should consider aligning their research question with both the size and 
quality of the sample and the context of where the specimen was found, such as in a 
house or a pit (Meadow 1980). Treatment of specimens is another concern of the 
archaeologist. Each bone should be uncovered in situ and as slowly as possible to 
prevent damage. A poorly organized excavation team may be just as detrimental to a 
bone and an interpretation as erosion or canine activity.  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 	 Different skill levels and techniques in identification of bone can be responsible 
for variable interpretations from a particular assemblage. Identification can be made on 
many levels from taxon, age, gender, side, and specific element. The lack of universal 
rules for identification of each of these categories can cause differential interpretation 
of the same assemblages between different archaeologists (Lyman 1979). To remedy 
the situation Lyman has created seven detailed levels of identifiably, which he says will 
make identifications between archaeologists comparable (Lyman 1979). Other 
suggestions for lack of comparability in identification are to use the binomial 
nomenclature, which provides rules for classification used by zoologists. 
Archaeologists should also use a representative comparative collection along with 
guides and keys of animals and their bones (Driver 2011). In order to standardize the 
methods of identification it is important to utilize zoological methods, as we have with 
the classification system. Also comparative collections, guides, and keys can be 
updated and made more standardized allowing each zooarchaeologist to be using the 
same tools.  

Quantification Methods 
 	 Quantification formulas are mathematical operations intended to reduce the 
assemblage into categories that express abundance of species or a higher taxon, 
which is comparable to other species counted in this way (Gilbert and Singer 1982). 
Popular methods in zooarchaeology include, number of identified specimens (NISP), 
minimum number of individuals (MNI), and bone weight. Relative frequencies in taxa 
can provide specific data on which and to what extent certain species were being 
exploited. These data can also be used to compare diets between different groups or 
identify specific activity sites (Reitz and Wing 2008).  
 	 NISP is considered the sample size and a count of how many bones there are in 
a data set based on species or another form of higher taxon (Gilbert and Singer 1982). 
For example, if there is a high count of deer and mammal bones compared to bird, one 
can suggest that the group’s diet consisted heavily of deer. MNI is similar in that the 
archaeologist analyzes the bones of the deer separately and based on their own 
anatomical knowledge. Deer bones would be categorized as individuals by side (left or 
right), age, and gender (Binford 1978).  Weight is a less commonly used method where 
the relative weight of the bone is used to determine frequency. The higher the weight of 
the taxon, the more likely it is to be a food of choice. There are complications with 
these methods, such as differential preservation and differing amounts and weight of 
bone between taxon. 
 	 Based on my research, NISP seems to be one of the simplest, yet highly 
criticized quantification methods. Consisting of a count based on taxon, it is also 
considered the sample size; therefore it remains easy to calculate. Another attractive 
feature of NISP is that calculation is possible with a relatively small sample size 
compared to that needed by MNI; specifically it requires 1/30th of the sample size that 
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MNI needs to be accurate (Grayson 1979). Criticisms of NISP are extensive, including 
most notably, the possibility of counting the same animal several times (Grayson 1979; 
Gilbert and Singer 1982; Reitz and Wing 2008). Further criticisms consist of, not 
accounting for the fact that each species have a different skeletal structure, 
dispositional bias, butchering patterns, collection techniques, and fragmentation 
(Gilbert and Singer 1982). For example, when comparing groups such as mammal and 
fish, NISP will most likely be higher for fish because they have a large quantity of bones 
that are relatively thin and easily fragment when compared to mammal bone (Reitz and 
Wing 2008).  
  	 MNI accounts for the most abundant criticism of NISP, which is counting the 
same individual more than once, where instead specific individuals are identified and 
counted. MNI may also allow for more inferences to be made (Grayson 1984). MNI 
does have drawbacks, such as the need of a larger sample size to separate individuals. 
Also since it is necessary for the archaeologist to use one identifiable element to 
compare in identifying individuals it may be that MNI is simply measuring tool 
popularity, bone density, or commonness of discard (Gilbert and Singer 1982). The 
aggregation and sorting of bone into groups by the archaeologist will cause MNI to 
vary (Grayson 1984). Lastly, there is an uneven distribution of body parts at a given site 
as bone density and utility are differential (Marshall and Pilgram 1993). Overall, MNI is 
more difficult to calculate, but both methods summarize recovery frequencies, not 
actual site activity (Gilbert and Singer 1982).  
 	 Bone weight consists of weighing the bones for each taxon to assume probable 
meat weight (Reitz and Wing 2008). This can be done due to the predictable 
relationship between the weight of an animal skeleton and the quantity of meat it may 
have had (Barrett 1993). There seems to be disagreement on how useful meat weight 
actually is. For example, Grayson (1984) says this version of bone weight is invalid 
because the predictability is only applicable to individual animals and not to an entire 
taxon. Gilbert and Singer (1982) said that it is difficult to attribute bone weight to 
muscle and tissue mass because bone is fragmented and chemically altered. There is 
also variation in sizes of animals which may cause differences in weight (Grayson 
1982).  For example, a large quantity of fish bones may weigh less than one large 
mammal. Should we interpret this as a larger contribution of fish or mammal to diet? 
Still others like James H. Barrett (1993) defend the weight method, which he says that 
taphonomic factors affect all quantification methods and animals of both different and 
the same taxa have different, but predictable proportions of bone weight to body 
weight. More complicated versions of weighing bone have been created by Binford 
(1978), such as the MUI or meat utility index, which measures decision making 
practices based on context and utility. This involves measuring gross weight of the 
specific element as well as dry bone weight and dividing these by the gross total 
weight of the animal.  
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A Case study: NISP vs. MNI of bone survival and Aka dogs 
 	 An ethnoarchaeological study by Jean Hudson (1993) indicates the variable 
relationship between MNI and NISP and the tendency for interpretations to be skewed 
if one over the other is used. Hudson has studied the influence of scavenging activity 
of the African Aka dogs on the survivability of bone. Her project consisted of 
documenting the hunting, butchering, meat redistribution, cooking, consumption, and 
discard during daily life, while also excavating camps that were abandoned since the 
Aka relocated frequently. The following results show the effects that dogs can have on 
the reliability of two widely used quantification methods in zooarchaeology. The 
calculation of MNI was shown to underrepresent abundance in each of the 16 
taxonomic groups. Specifically, 48% of the original faunal record was lost, which 77 of 
the 149 individual animals were represented (Hudson 1993: 305). There was an 
underrepresentation of squirrel, which may have been due to the action of dogs on 
very small fauna. NISP showed a slightly different picture, where 898 identifiable 
fragments were produced of the original 149 (Hudson 1993:307). NISP covaried with 
body size, which caused the two largest taxa to be overrepresented, while small taxa 
were extremely underrepresented. Tortoise was overrepresented due to the highly 
fragmented carapace (Hudson 1993). When interpreting this data one can see that the 
calculation of NISP alone will allow the researcher to overestimate the abundance of 
larger taxa in the diet and underestimate the smaller. The archaeologist may also see 
turtle as a likely important factor in diet or other form of exploitation due to high counts 
of carapace. If MNI is calculated, we see a greater loss in the faunal record due to 
identification procedures and a lack of small fauna. In the same study based on 
another camp, it was noted that a small sample size caused these two methods to be 
increasingly variable when compared.  
 	 The Aka data suggest MNI and NISP still work well in ranking the significance of 
taxa, even though dogs do cause a large amount of damage and loss, because both 
quantification methods exhibited a statistically significant degree of correlation with 
actual numbers of individuals documented by Hudson (1993) in her ethnographic 
studies. Results of the study portray the significance of using more than one 
quantification method to improve interpretations and also that sample size is an 
important contributor to our final results. Larger samples and possibly an increased 
duration of ethnoarchaeological studies will allow an increasingly clear view of temporal 
variability and in turn more accurate conclusions. To further improve the accuracy of 
future interpretations of faunal assemblages, especially when we know small fauna will 
be underrepresented as demonstrated by the Aka case study, fine mesh sampling and 
floatation should be utilized (Hudson 1993).  
Conclusion 
 	 Zooarchaeology is a broad and multidisciplinary field, which can answer 
extensive questions about the relationship of humans and other animals and its effects 
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on the environment. One of the most significant contributions is the use of animal bone 
to suggest human exploitation and diet, which can be done by studying living species 
using middle range theory or ethnoarchaeology. The methods and their biases in 
zooarchaeology have significant effects on one’s interpretation; therefore taphonomy, 
recovery, identification, and quantification methods should be taken into account and 
standardized. 
 	 In conclusion, it is most significant to tailor one’s method choices to a specific 
research question as well as to the specific assemblage. As we have seen, a highly 
fragmented assemblage may result in variable interpretations based on method. 
Recovery and identification methods should also be taken into consideration based on 
one’s research question, especially if diet is a main concern, small mesh sizes and 
careful identification should be used to allow all possible fauna into the data set. It 
would be beneficial for archaeologists to be knowledgeable in taphonomic processes, 
especially the processes specific to the site or assemblage. Continued research can be 
done to further standardize taphonomic research, as for example in observations of live 
animals, such as Binford’s (1981) wolf teeth marks and Kuznar and Jeske’s (2001) dog 
holes.  
 	 Lastly, ethnoarchaeological studies can help to bring awareness to and 
potentially minimize biases by shedding light on important signatures or patterns within 
the archaeological record. Ethnographic information is essential for interpreting faunal 
material. These observations yield important data pertaining to the ways people 
butcher and transport carcasses, tool use, preparation and cooking practices, and how 
refuse is discarded (Reitz and Wing 2008).  Middle range approaches are both 
objective and testable, allowing one to see how methods, such as NISP and MNI work 
under various circumstances and conditions as seen in Hudson’s (1993) study on 
canine interaction with bone. Ethnoarchaeology can also assist in understanding the 
complexities of specific animals and their habitats by looking at live populations. 
Zooarchaeologists can use living systems to look at mortality and age profiles, 
taphonomic factors, ecosystems, and meat values, which can be applied to species of 
the past. Continued study of taphonomic factors related to other fauna as well as 
canine will help to advance our knowledge base of animal and environmental 
interactions and improve accuracy of our interpretations. Controlled studies are also 
useful in providing “cautionary tales,” which help in avoiding the making of groundless 
assumptions (Hudson 1993).  
 	 Future research may include the usage of additional methods, such as meat 
utility indices. For example, the modified general utility index (MGUI), which measures 
food utility of various skeletal elements, can be used to answer questions about 
carcass transport (Binford 1978). It is important to note that ethnoarchaeology can also 
assist in answering social research questions. A topic of particular importance is food 
sharing. Food sharing along kin lines and to satisfy social obligations is mostly a 
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universal human trait (Reitz and Wing 2008). Since these food transfers definitely 
modify the distribution of faunal remains, a better grasp of the sharing signature would 
be increasingly helpful in improving the accuracy of interpretation. In sum, 
ethnoarchaeology or middle range theory can contribute significantly to the 
understanding of signatures and patterns in the faunal record pertaining to a wide array 
of both natural and social topics.  !
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